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University names Shafer new athletics director
BY QMA VAILE

Managing editor

Kevin Martin/Progress

Joan Hopkins, coordinator of the Student Athlete Academic Success
Center, congratulates John Shafer after being named AD last week.

Eastern filled a major hole in
its administration last week
when University President
Joanne Glaaser announced the
appointment of John Shafer as
Eastern's new athletics director.
"He has the passion, the
energy and vision to bring our
athletic program to the next
level," Glasser said while introducing Shafer during a press
conference held in the
Moberly Building Friday. She
also said he embodies the
strengths and qualities needed
to enhance Eastern athletics.
"We were blessed to have
four very strong finalists brought
to campus," Glasser said. "Mr.
Shafer, however, brought exceptional credentials as well as

skills, talents and abilities that
were a good fit for EKU. He
brought to the table the entire
package in terms of experience
and leadership in intercollegiate
athletics that will move our program forward in the future."
Shafer has worked at four
universities in the southeast,
most recently at the University
of Mississippi where he served
as athletics director. There, he
helped raise contributions
from $3 million in 1998 to more
than $6 million before he left
the school last summer. He
also aided in the planning
process of constructing a $25
million multi-sport indoor practice facility and an $8 million
administrative building.
Shafer left Mississippi last
April to work as executive
director of the Georgia

Sports Hall of Fame and
Museum in Macon, Ga.
While the experience in
Georgia was positive, Shafer
said he was missing something in the new position.
"I enjoy interacting with students, coaches, faculty and
staff," Shafer said. The most
important thing in college athletics are the students. I
thought I could change gears
(moving to Macon. I was
wrong."
Shafer and his wife Dianne
were looking for another position in college athletics that
was close to family when he
saw the posting for AD at
Eastern.
"It's obvious that this is
the place to be," Shafer said.
"I believe that Eastern
Kentucky University can fill

my void."
Shafer called Eastern's athletics program "one to be
proud of," stating "Eastern
can't hide success when success has been here. I wasn't
hired to fix anything, I was
hired to continue what's in
place."
Shafer joked the first thing
on his agenda as the new AD is
to learn everybody's names
and faces by making people
put their names on their foreheads.
"I need to find out who people are, what they do and what
they need," he said.
Finding what people need
and what the program needs,
according to Shafer, won't happen overnight, but he is ready
See AD, A3

Students
rally in
Frankfort
today
BV CAMONDRA K«BY
News editor

The legislature is sharpening
its knives, ready to slash budgets
for public and higher education.
Money is tight and budgets
across the Commonwealth are
feeling the crunch.
Early this morning, students
from all over the state, including
Bsstern, departed from their college campuses in an attempt to
stop this from happening — to
atop education budgets from
being slashed any more than
they already have been.
"We are going to Frankfort
because we are trying to rally
against budget cuts in higher
education,
Student
Government Association
Student Rights Chair Kristina
O'Brien said before leaving.
Students will protest with
teachers and other groups that
have rallied in Frankfort before,
but O'Brien said budget cuts
affect students differently.
"For us, this is important not
because our salary is dependent
on It — but our future is dependent on this," O'Brien said. "It*s
not just how much money we are
going to make at the end of this
week or the end of this year, but
irs the rest of our lives that could
be affected by this. If schools
have increases to the point that
^*iT*»fTt» cant attend school anymore, then they are facing the
rest of their lives without a college education."
As the student rights chair at
Eastern, O'Brien said she has
already had many students
approach her about problems
resulting from cuts that have
occurred ties vv u
According to O'Brien, student organizations that have
events open to off-campus individuals now have to pay for
mandatory security. The university mandates security be
present in order to have campus
certain events, according to
O'Brien.
Before this year, security,
which can run anywhere from
$300 to $400 per event, has
always been provided by the

Several hundred couples dressed in ball gowns and tuxedos danced the night away last Friday during a ball honoring Eastern President Joanne Glasser.

Hundreds attend
formal dance
held for Prez
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

About 250 couples had "happy feet"
last Friday as they danced into the
night dressed in their best during
the second annual President's Ball. The
500 tickets for the four-hour long event
sold out in about two weeks.
The Student Activities Council planned the
event — which included light hors d'oeuvres,
beverages and music played by a DJ — in honor of President Joanne Glaaser.
Eastern's Thursday Alternative Getaway also sponsored a ballroom dance
workshop beforehand to instruct students attending the ball — or those just
wishing to learn how to dance — on
moves such as swing, partner hustle, salsa and waltz. The class was taught by
Marianne McAdam, an associate professor of exercise and sports science.

Photos by Ryan Bertke/Progress
See RALLY, A3

Board to table discussion of presidential salary increase
Eastern's Foundation Board
of Directors will table a proposal ID give University Pre sident
Joanne Glasser a significant
salary increase at its next
mnefhtfl in April, according to
newly-elected Foundation
Char Dustan McCoy.
However. McCoy, who is the
CF£> of BnaMwki Corporations
Boat Division in Knoxville,
Tenn.. told The Progress
Tuesday the Foundation will
I to reconsider a
increase with
I the Board when the
time is appropriate. He said

Glasser is "a very gated and tal- Eastern's current
ented woman" and the university uation. The letter also said she
wants to ensure she is
did not take the Eastern
fairly compensated
preasaency far money.
The Foundation voted
"I'm flattered by
his (McCoy's) comFeb. 8 to reconsider the
ments and sentiissue in April after postment," Glasser said
poning action on me issue
to further assess what
via e-mai Tuesday.
resources were available
The decision to
for an mcrease and folowtable the proposal
iog a report from ftoandsl
comes after Glasser
adviser FathThkd Bank.
announced in a formal letter addressed Dustan McCoy
Rice asked the
Foundation to fund
to McCoy and Board
of Regents Chair Fred isFoundaton
$45,000 for an annual
salary supplement and
Rice last week that Chaw.
annual contribution to
she would "not accept
s salary increase in any form, Glasser's deferred compensafrom any source." due to tion ptm for "a! that she's done"

■ -•>

■H

and the fact her salary is relatively low ruiBjisrfd to other prestdential salaries. Glasser's
$179,725 salary is ranked fifth
an wig presidents of Kentucky's
eight pubac msotubons.
The increase was discussed
by RegfiUs diving a closed session in November, which recently has been an issue of debate.
Tuesday an attorney for the
Kentucky Press Association's
Freedom of Information Hotine
confirmed that Kentucky
Revised Statutes regarding open
meetings and records laws do
not pei us! closed dtacusstoos of
employee saury raises.
See RAISE. A3
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Spend
break
helping
others
IT

fumt Itocwi—nw
rutwaodHor

Ten Eastern students will
have die opportunity to travel
to Anniston, Ala., this Spring
Break to work with Habitat for
Humanity for the Jimmy
Carter Work Project.
The office of Housing and
Residence Life is sponsoring
the Eastern Spring Break
Challenge with Habitat for
Humanity.
The trip is from March 1622 and will give students the
opportunity to build a house
with 90 other students from
across the country.
"It's a good chance for
people who want to go somewhere for Spring Break, but
they don't have the money,"
said Marcie Hatfield, residence hall coordinator of
Telford HalL
,
Housing and Residence
Life is paying for the trip
through its Living and
Learning budget Travel fees,
lodging fees and breakfasts
are paid for by housing.
Hatfield said those who
attend will be asked to help
pay for groceries for the
week. The group will be able
to cook in the commercial
kitchen that will be available.
"Ifa a free trip and you get
to spend a week helping people," said Angie Lemke, a 23year-old graduate student from
St. Paul, Minn. "I think it
sounds fun."
The program is being
coordinated by the Habitat
for Humanity International's
Campus Chapters and Youth
Programs Department.
Students interested in
going are required to have a
GPA of 2.2 or higher.
Applications are due next
Thursday and are available
at any residence hall front
desk, the Powell information
desk and can also be printed
off the Housing Web site.
For more information, contact Hatfield at 622-2418.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Aasha HocfcsnsrnRh

Midterm grade
deadline moved

Stephen King Publisher on campus
March 7-9 for writing workshops

The midterm grade submission deadline has been moved
to the end of Monday for all
faculty because of the difficulties created by repeated
inclement weather delays.

Business scholarship
due tomorrow
Management and marketing majors may be eligible for
a $1,000 per semester scholarship. The Opal and Kerrait
Patterson Memorial Endowed
Scholarship is annually renewable, stackable with other
scholarship monies and available to freshmen, sophomores,
juniors and seniors.
To qualify for a scholarship,
students must have a minimum
24 ACT composite, a minimum
college 3.0 GPA and be a
declared management or marketing major.
Applications are available in
Combs 215 and are due Friday.
Call Judy Spain at 622-3174
with questions.

PRSSA holds raffle
with $200 in prizes
The Public Relations
Student Society of America is
sponsoring a Spring Break raffle. Tickets are $1 each for
more than $200 worth of
prizes. Buy tickets every
Friday starting tomorrow until
March 7 at the outside corner
of the Powell Building.
Winners' names will be drawn
March 10.

Tuesday Health Fair
features employers
The Annual Spring Health
Fair will be held from 9 a.m.-l
p.m. Tuesday in the Powell
Lobby.
Everyone is invited to
attend this event sponsored by
the Health Education Students
in the department of health
promotion and administration,
in the College of Health
Sciences.
Employers will be on hand

Sfcpfaea King's ftrat edKor/pubVaber will conduct a series of
writing workshops at Eastern March 7-9.
Michael Garrett will teach five nosxredit courses in the
Peririns BuDding including: A Guide to Seaf-Pubication from 14 p.m. March 7, with a coat of $42; Screenwriting for the
Movies from 64 p.m. March 7, is $42; Creating Your own
Novel from 9 ajn.-4pjn.,wB coat $64. Short Story and Novel
Feedback from 19 p.m. on March 8, Sa $42; and Row to Sell
Your Novel from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. on March 9, will cost $64.
'Logon to wwiM.omtttmprofnu.com for tkiscomplotestory.
to discuss job opportunities
after graduation.

Celebrate Seuss;
volunteer as a reader
All student organizations
are encouraged to volunteer
Monday for Dr. Seuss' birthday celebration hosted by the
Student
Government
Association. The event will be
from 12:30-2:30 p.m. in the
Powell Building.
Student volunteers are
needed to read to children
from 12:30-1:30 p.m. and 1:302:30 p.m. To sign up, call 6221742 or stop by the SGA
offices.

Eastern graduate
returns for lecture
Richmond CPA William
Adams will offer "Reflections
of a World War II Veteran"
Tuesday.
The program will start at
7:30 p.m. in Room 212 of the
Perkins Building and is sponsored by Eastern's Center for
Kentucky
History
and
Politics.
Adams was the first cadet
to be commissioned through
Eastern's ROTC program.

FBLA conference
held on campus Wed.
The Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) is
holding the Region 6 Annual
Spring Leadership Conference
on Wednesday. Activities and
competitions will be held in

Brock Auditorium, the Keen
Johnson Building, the Combs
Building, the Powell Building
and the Student Services
Building.
Nearly 700 high school students wiD be on campus, along
with chapter advisers, event
judges, test administrators and
PBL student members.
For more information, contact Kathy Williams at 622-1412.

Grants offered
to study abroad
The Kentucky Council for
International Education is
offering travel grants of $200500 to faculty or professional
staff.
Applications are due
Wednesday. For more information or for an application,
contact
Neil
Wright,
International Office, Case
Annex 181, 622-1478 or
Beth.BlanchardOeku.edu.

Homeland Security
questions answered
Commander Cory de Groot
Whitehead, Ret., will be on
campua next Thursday to
answer questions about
Homeland Security and
Transportation Safety.
De Groot, an undersecretary for the Transportation and
Security Administration, will
speak at 1:30 pjn. Thursday in
Room 434 of the Stratton
Building.
All faculty, staff and students are invited to attend.
De Groot wiD also be recognized by the Department of
Criminal Justice and Police
Studies for her work.

► Police Beat: Feb. 15-21

Feb. 15
Paula A. Deaton, 34, of
Richmond, waa arrested and
charged with disregarding a
traffic control device, having no
insurance, operating on a suspended operator's license and
failure to register transfer of
motor vehicle.

PROGRESS
CL-ASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

Help Wants* Online FHing. Do
Your
Taxes
Online O
www.absolutstaxo.oom for a
minimal fee of $9.95 for
1040EZ and $14.95 for 1040.
Frss-E-Flls.
Help
Wanted:
Bartender
Trsinsss nssdsd. $250 a day
potential Local positions. 1800-293-3985. ext. 120.
Roommatss' Special: AVAILABLE NOW - 1 block from
EKU. spacious 2. 3. & 4 bedroom
townhouses, up to 3
baths Utilities included. Please
call 625-5757.
Wanted: In-home babysitter
needed 20-30 hours per week,
2 mass from campus. Possible
room and board available.
Please can 624-9006.
Warned: Used record albums.
Call Ken O 925-2418.
For Sale: 1 MacG3, 33 mhz,
512k 3 years oM like new condition, In original box. $400 or
best offer, call Pat at 859-3142866.
Help
Wanted:
Hospitality
Internships available: Resorts
Activities, Front Office. Food
Service & Golf. Myrtle Beach,
8.C.. Orlando, Fta. HHton Head
S.C.. Wanted:
Enthusiastic
Students to train in the hospitality Industry and receive professional
certrHcationl
Compensation
package
Includes:
housing,
utilities,
monthly stipend, socials, cultural
nights and training center! Fax or
e-mail your resume cover letter,
and references to 843-903-5280
or jpxossOamerkanhcepltalrtyacademy.com to set up a phone
Interview.
1 -888-859-5293.
www.American Hospital rtyAcade
my.com.
For females
with long, straight hair (waist

length or longer). Sponsored by
Locks of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty Salon. 6265005.
For Rant or For Sals: 14 room.
5 bedrooms 4 bath home. Nice
home. 433 Oak St. $1200/mo.
$1200 deposit. Ideal for rent
sharing.
For Rent or For Sale: 11-room.
5- bedroom house. 2 baths.
Good condition. 811 C Main St.
$800/mo and $800 deposit.

MISCELLANEOUS
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise $279 5 days, Induces
10 Free Mesial Free pa/Has
and drink specialsl Indudss
Port. Departure, Hotel sYTsxl
www.sprlngbreaktravel.com. 1800-678-6386.
#1 Spring Break
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas A
Florida. Bsst parties, best
hotels, bsst prices, group discounts, group organlzars travel free! Space Is NmUsdl Hurry
up & book now! 1-800-2347007 www.endlessaomrnertours.com.
Spring Break! Panama City
Beach BosrdwsJk beach resort
$199. Includes 7 Nights Hotel, 6
free parties, 24-hour drinks!
Cancun and Jamaica from
$459.
wwwspringbreaktravel.com. 1800-678-6386.
Act Now) Last chance to guarantee the best Spring Break
Prices to all destinations. Raps
needed Travel free, earn $$$.
Group discounts for 6+.
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM/
800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Panama City, Daytona & South
Beach. Free parties and drinksl
Best
hotels-lowest
prices!
www.breakerstravel.com (800)
575-2026.

Interested in sales?
Contact Progress Advertising Manager
Ashley Prichard at 622-1881 for information on how you can become an advertising representative.
SPRI rslG*BRE'/VK

Compiled by Allsha Hocksnsmith

'The fallowing reports have been
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety.

^

tion.

Daniel L. Ray, 46, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with driving under
the influence, third offense.
Feb. 20
Brian Rison reported that
an unknown male had
crawled through the window
of his basement apartment on
Lancaster Avenue and left
using the back door.

Rudolph H. Hammond, 21,
of Richmond, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence and failure to turn on
headlights.

A McGregor Hall resident
reported receiving a harassing phone call from an
unknown male.

Christy Franciaca, 26, of
Richmond, waa arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxica-

Justin Hawksley reported
that hia wallet waa stolen
from the locker room area of

Al )

' Whitney Bowles reported
that her vehicle had been damaged between 10 p.m. Feb. 12
and 7:30 a.m. Feb. 13. Her
vehicle was parked in Telford
Hall Parking Lot overlooking
the 100 block of Brockton.
Bowles reported that it
appeared someone had tried
to force the left front window
down with their hands and
then pulled it back to gain
access to the vehicle. There
were also two small scratches
in the window tint at the bottom of the window.

Kristin Nichole Beyerle,
21, of Richmond, waa arrested and charged with having
an expired registration, haying no insurance and operating on a suspended operator's license.
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Eastern's Division of
Public Safety and the
Richmond Fire Department
responded to an alarm at
Commonwealth Hall. A sprinkler on the eighth floor was
activated and flooded four
floors.
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for an opportunity where you
can make • difference? Then you need to
be st Pearson Government Solutions. When you join
our team, you win have the opportunity to make an Impact on %
vital organisation. Join na and work in a fan, fast-paced and
stimulating environment where your abilities will be challenged
and your career horizons expanded. Come see for yourself at
uur CorbU Call Center.
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We currently have various shift opportunities available for both
full- and part-time employee*. This opportunity Involve*
providing key information to telephone inquiries in a courteous
and professional manner. Well also be looking to yon to provide
iiaSjrotioni for process improvements that will benefit Pearson
and its customers. Were seeking a solid learn player with a high
school diploma or equivalent and six months of telephone
customer service or call center experience You must have
strong communication skills, PC proficiency and type a
minimum of 20 wpm. Experience using Internet search engines
tsapras.
At Pearson Government Solutions, your job will be extremely
rewarding. We also offer in excellent benefits package
including medical, dental and vision as well as generous paid
time off
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Feb. 21
Jonathan Wesley Charters,
24, of Richmond, waa arrested
and charged with leaving the
scene of an accident and driving under the influence.
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the
Weaver
Building.
Hawksley said he laid his
book bag on the floor of the
locker room and after returning from swimming hit wallet
was missing.
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RAISE: Attorney says closed discussion not allowed
From The Front

Kevin Martin/Progress
John Shafer replaces Chip Smith, who resigned last summer as
athletics director over differences with the president. Jack
Lengyel has been serving as acting AD during the Interim.

AD: Biggest challenge
fundraising, Shafer says
From The Front
to get to work.

Shafer said the biggest
challenge he will face at
Eastern is fundraising,
although another problem is
low attendance at sporting
events.
"First thing, we've got
16,000 students. We need to
get them involved," Shafer
said.
He hopes to propose a
plan to give graduates free
tickets for the first year
after graduation to keep students involved in Eastern
athletics.
"You're a student for four
years, but an alum for the
rest of your Hfe," he said.
Shafer is also confident that
Eastern athletics will sell itself.
"If we give a good product, a good team, good con-

cessions, comfortable seating
in the arena or at the held and
if s a fun family event, well sell
ourselves," he said.
Shafer said his No. 1 goal
for the program is to be competitive in every sport
"I want us to win championships," he said.
Shafer said he will evaluate the possibility of bringing
other sports such as soccer,
rifle and equestrian teams to
Eastern once he is satisfied
with the progress of other
Eastern athletics.
"I need to evaluate everything after I get my feet wet.
I want to make the sports we
have a success first"
The AD position has
been vacant since Chip
Smith resigned this summer. Jack Lengyel served as
acting AD throughout the
interim period.

Clause F in KRS statute
61.810 only permits discussions of the appointment discipline or dismissal of employees
and states "mis exception shall
not be interpreted to permit
discussion of general personnel matters in secret"
KPA Attorney Kenyon Meyer
said "it is never appropriate to
discuss any employee salary
raises" at any time in closed session. However, he added that discipline of employees may for
instance require a salary cut or
reduction, which is permitted to
be discussed in closed session
— but reiterated the fact the
statute does not permit any other
discussion of employee compensation.
Meyer said Tuesday many
people do not fuOy understand or
mistake what is outlined in
clause F regarding closed session discussion of employees. He
suggested Rice provide The
Progress access to minutes or a
tape from the executive session
in which Glasser's salary was
discussed.
Tuesday Rice told The
Progress there is no record of
the Regents' executive sessions because Regents never
take any action on issues dis-

cussed in private. He also said
he was unaware open meetings
laws were so limited and had
even requested literature from
the attorney general's office
during former President
Robert Kustra's tenure when a
similar issue regarding open
records/meetings laws was
raised.
However, Rice said be does
not recall mention in that literature of the fact salaries cannot
be discussed in closed session.
"If his (Meyers') interpretation is correct then we broke
tiie rule," Rice said, "but there
was no vote taken." He added,
however, the Board will try to
abide by Kentucky open
records/meetings statutes in
the future.
Glasser told The Progress
Tuesday University Counsel
Kacey Coleman has a copy of
the open records/meetings
laws and advises the Board
accordingly, and without further
information
from
Coleman, she cannot discuss
possible KRS statute violations.
However, she said "we certainly will review the open
meeting law and advise the
Board accordingly."
Coleman could not be
reached for comment
The salary discussion also

has come under fire by the
Richmond Register. The
Register reported last Friday the
Board of Regents violated
Kentucky's open records/meetings laws because it did not pub
licly announce that Glasser's
salary would be discussed in
dosed session The article states
that the Board only announced it
would discuss pending litigation
and property acquisition before
moving to go into closed session,
and minutes from the Nov. 8
meeting also do not reflect the
Board's discussion of a presidential salary increase.
Kentucky Revised Statute
61.815 states that "no matters
may be discussed at a closed
session other than those publicly announced prior to convening the closed session."
Tuesday, however, Doug
Whitlock, vice president for
administrative affairs and secretary for the Board of Regents,
said he is "confident that personnel matters were mentioned
among die purposes for going
into executive session."
"I regret that when the minutes were prepared that I
recorded only that the notion
was to go into executive session for the purpose of pending
litigation and possible property
acquisitions. ... It was purely
an oversight on my part that
personnel matters was not

mentioned in the motion as
recorded in the minutes."
Whitlock also constituted
the Board's reasoning for discussing the issue in private by
stating "The president is the
one person at the institution
who is hired by the Board and
whose compensation is set by
the Board."
Whitlock further stated that
"It is a common practice for this
Board, and to the best of my
knowledge other boards, to hold
such discussions in executive
session and to take any appropriate actions in open session."
Tuesday Rice apologized for
any confusion regarding discussion of a potential presidential
salary increase in closed session.
He said he is uncertain whether
he is responsible for not accurately announcing personnel
matters would be discussed in a
closed meeting when the motion
to move into executive session
was made, or if the problem is a
result of faulty minutes.
However, Rice reiterated the
fact the Board did not take any
action concerning the salary
increase and "it certainly was
not our (die Board's) intent to
try and hide anything."
Additional information
about KRS statutes may be
found
by
visiting
http://www.lrc.state.ky.us/statrev/frontpg.htm.

RALLY: House forwards budget proposal to Senate
From The Front
university, O'Brien said.
Because of budget cuts, public
safety no longer has hinds in
its budget to pay for the security when it is needed — leaving
student organizations to fund it
out of their own budgets.
This is an issue that has negatively affected students because
of budget cuts and O'Brien fears
more cuts in education will raise
similar issues — a reason she is
rallying in Frankfort today.
"I think it's very important
that we have a showing of student support in Frankfort so
they know that we are concerned about these issues,"
O'Brien said. "They need to
know that we do care about it
and that it does affect us."
Although severe tuition
increases and program downsizing resulting from budget

cuts are most students' main
concerns, there is a long list of
other areas that could possibly
be affected as wefl.
"It's more than just the
increased tuition that is affected," O'Brien said. "What programs are offered are determined by the budget and what
facilities are offered to students
are determined by the budget
— there's almost nothing that I
come in contact with that is not
determined by budget
Tm a mother, wife and a student so whether if s interest on
my student loans, how much
tuition has increased or how
much more my books cost than
they did last semester, the bud
get cuts affect me in every
aspect I think there's a lot of students that feel that way."
After Gov. Paul Patton's budget proposal was shot down, die
House of Representatives passed

a budget recommendation of its
own — a 2.2 percent budget
reduction for this year and a 2.6
reduction for next year. The recommendation is being reviewed.
by the Senate for approval.
What
ffaj

"It depends on how you
look at it," Ken Johnston, vice
president for financial affairs,
said. "It's better than the 9
percent cut (one of the earlier proposals by the
Legislature)."
From the beginning, however, Eastern has been prepared for the worst and if the
House's recommendation is
passed, Johnston said
Eastern is ready.
But the university will still
be affected, according to
Johnston. Students can expect
larger class sizes, a higher uti-

lization of part-time faculty and
students may find some courses may not be offered as often
as they have been in the past
As far as the practical details
concerning specific program
cuts and actions, it's all up in
the air and will only be settled
once a state budget is passed,
according to Johnston.
No matter what ultimately
happens, O'Brien and other students that are with her in
Frankfort today will not be able
to say they didn't try.
"They have budget problems; they are going to cut
budgets — that we know,"
O'Brien said. "We also know
they have to cut budgets from
somewhere and we don't want
to be the group that doesn't
have people show up and the
(legislators) say, "Well it's not
important for them, let's cut
them."
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Corbin explosion kills one
40 injured,
investigation
continues
BY CAMONDWA

KwtY

New editor
As the dust settles at CTA
Acoustics after an explosion
that killed one worker and
injured 40 — including 11 critically — the now dark, empty
shell of a factory is alive only
with investigators and other
officials.
Limited work at the plant
haa resumed and employees
are working on a volunteer
basis, according to a press
release from the company.
The exploaion, which
occurred Feb. 20, forced the
doting of all roads within two
miles of the area, including I
75, and resulted in the closing
of Eastern's extended campus
In Corbin, according to Trula
Martin, secretary at the
Corbin extended campus.
■-"The decision to close (the
Corbin campus) was based on
the information we had
ORpived," Martin said. "They

had evacuated everything within a mile and a half of us, which
was right on our doorsteps."
At the time the decision was
made, according to Martin, all
of the highways were shutdown so students could not
reach the campus. Martin also
noted instructors coming from
Eastern's main campus in
Richmond couldn't reach
Corbin because of the closing
of 1-75.
The cause of the incident,
which began shortly after 7:30
a.m., is unknown, according to
Daniel Horowitz, spokesman
for the State Chemical Safety
Department
"We do not know what
caused the explosion, but we
do believe it originated in one
of the four production areas,"
Horowitz said.
Horowitz said officials are
looking at the possibilities of
an explosive dust cloud that
would be a result of using plastic resins. He also said officials
are following up on complaints
from workers about dusty conditions.
"We have collected samples
of this dust material and we are
testing it for its explosiveness
and tendency to cause static

Eastern campus fails
in diversity standards
as they were," she said. "I
am, however, responsible
for our meeting these objectives in the future and I am
certainly committed to our
success."
Five of the eight equal
opportunity goals deal with
the recruitment and retention of minority students,
Glasser explained.
She also said the employment of a minority student
recruiter, a diversity scholarship program and the
Student Success Institute
will all help Eastern achieve
future equal opportunity
goals in this category.
Glasser said the other
three standards deal with
employment goals for executive, managerial, faculty
and professional non-faculty.
The university has already
taken steps to comply with
theses standards as well.
"We have initiated a program to provide financial
incentives to departments
that make minority hires,"
she said. "We will also be
working diligently to enhance
the success and retention of
minority faculty."

BY ADAM BAKER

News writer

Eun-Youofl Vbu/Proarsss
charges — which can cause
explosions," Horowitz said.
The chemical safety department has a team of about four
investigators and a couple of
outside experts who are assisting — one is an expert in dust
explosion and one is an expert
in blast damage, according to
Horowitz. He said the team of
investigators arrived on the
scene shortly after the explosion occurred. Two experts
collecting dust to determine
how the explosion happened
have been on-sight since Feb.
24.
Horowitz said he expects
the field team will be at the
sight for another several days
and then will return for followups at a later date.

He expects the investigation
to last from several months, up
to about a year to complete.
After the investigation is finished, a public report will be
released containing safety regulations to prevent an incident
like this from happening
again.
Horowitz said 1-75 was
closed because of questions
concerning a cloud of smoke
that may have contained chemicals, but does not know how
accurate the information is.
The Corbin campus and several other schools and businesses in the area evacuated for the
same reason.
'To read a personal account
of the Corbin tragedy, visit
www easternprogress. com.

The Kentucky Plan for
Equal Opportunity requires
that universities meet six out
of eight diversity-related
standards in order to gain
approval for new degree programs. Eastern failed to
meet six — instead the university just met four.
According to President
Joanne Glasser, Eastern will
still be able to obtain new
degree programs, but the
university will now have to
apply for a waiver from the
Council on Postsecondary
Education.
"The waiver request
would include reporting on
the efforts we are making to
ensure more of the standards will be met," she said.
Eastern was evaluated on
the eight equal opportunity
goals prior to the appointment of Glasser as president
However, the blow comes at
a time when Glasser and the
university are strongly committed to diversity.
"I am not going to second
guess why the results were

Commonwealth floods again

Credit bills pass in House
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Sprinkler activation forced
the
evacuation
of
Commonwealth Hall residents
early Friday morning.
I According to a police report
a sprinkler in Room 802 was
activated at 2:19 a.m. and rooms
Saing in 14. 15. 16. 01. 02. 03
mat 04 as far down as the fourth
Jgy were affected by the water
—The report states there was
ho sign of a Are, but the sprinkler head was probably bumped
bjryomeone on the top bunk of
the beds in the room
Two people were on the top
bunk at the time of activation.
According to the report, one
person on the bed indicated she
could have bumped it.
"The sprinkler system operated perfectly and normal," said
Assistant Director of Facilities
Services Administration David
Hepburn.

As many fire drills as
Commonwealth has had, if s just
no big deal anymore. It feels like it
just happens every day.
—Alan Helvey
Commonw#4*tth r##KJ#ot

»
According to Hepburn, there
are only a few ways to activate a
sprinkler a Are, or bumping the
sprinkler head are two. Because
the sprinkler was not bent,
Hepburn said it must have been
bumped. Hepburn said it does
not take much force to activate
the sprinkler system.
"There was no negligence
on behalf of the university,"
said Director of Housing
Kenna Middleton.

r.

140
E.Main St

According to Middleton,
about 35 or 36 rooms were
affected by the water. "We're
there to support students,"
Middleton said.
"There were a couple of
rooms that got it pretty hard,"
she said. "We didn't have a lot
of ceiling water. It was predominantly floor water."
Middleton said the university did clean rugs and carpets
for the residents and the hous-

''

ing department will continue to
work with the students to get
their clothes cleaned.
Travis Smauey, a sophomore
resident of Commonwealth Hall
had a small amount of water
damage in his room.
"It wasn't too bad," Smalley
said. "I was kind of mad because
it was during the middle of the
night and I wanted to go to
sleep."
Alan Helvey, a freshman restdent also suffered from some
water damage to his room
"I'm upset but there's nothing I can do about it," said
Helvey. "As many fire drills as
Commonwealth has had, if s just
no big deal anymore. It feels like
it just happens everyday."
This was the fourth time the
Commonwealth Residence Hall
has flooded this semester. Once
the sprinklers activated for a
fire; twice students bumped
into the sprinkler heads and
another incident did not inovolve the sprinklers.

Two bills filed by state legislators that could regulate
credit card solicitations on college campuses have unanimously passed the House.
State
Rep.
Susan
Westrom's (D-79th District)
bill unanimously passed the
House 944) Monday, according to Lindsey Bishop, an
intern with the Legislative
Research Commission. A bill
also introduced by House
Speaker Jody Richards
passed the House 960 Feb.
21.
Westrom's bin, if passed,
would "prohibit the offer of a
gift in exchange lor a student
credit application; require
public postsecondary education institutions and encourage noopubfic postsecondary
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institutions to
credit
card and debt education sessions as part of new stadent
orientation,'' among other
things.
Richards' College Campus
Credit Card Solicitation Act if
passed, would require a credit
card issuer to register with an
official at the university before
doing any solicitation oa campus.
The bill also "requires an
application for a credit card to
have the consent of a parent in
writing; prohibits the credit
card company from taking any
legal action against the parent
to collect the student credit
card debt, and the credit card
issuer must verify the student's age and identity,"
among other things.
Both bffls have not yet been
assigned to a Senate committee.
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Student safety
'Shelter in Place' for emergencyl
focus of SGA walk
BYQMAVAU

Managing editor

BVCMMVMU

Managing aditor

Students with concerns
about campus safety are urged
to participate in the Spring
Semester Safety Walk at 6:30
pun. Tuesday.
Sponsored by the Student
Government Association, the
walk is a pre-selected route
through campus that students
will walk through to determine
what places on campus could be
made safer.
SGA Student Rights Chair
Kristina O'Brien said she
hopes to see a good turn out
The more students we have
involved, the more competent
we are when we present something on behalf of the students
to public safety," she said.
O'Brien said those who participate in the walk will make
lists of specific safety concerns
then the lists will be compiled
once the group returns to the
Powell Building.
The route consists of general areas on campus that you
would travel through during the
evenings," O'Brien said. "We
are looking for lights that are
out, call boxes that are down, if
an area needs to be more lit...
those type of things. We are
most concerned with students
that are having to walk across
campus at night"
O'Brien said she hopes students who must walk at night
will use the campus shuttle
that is available through public
safety from 6 p.m.-2 am.
According to O'Brien, one
of the largest areas of concern
at this time is the Alumni
Coliseum area.
"It's one of the major areas
on campus that has a huge traffic pattern, whether it's pedestrian or automobile traffic, if s just
a whole lot of people," she said.
O'Brien said she will also be

U
I always ask
students for
specific
complaints — a
day, a time, what
happened,
specifics about
the events.
—Kristina O'Brien
Student Rights Chair

»
sending letters to residents in
the residence halls to address
safety concerns in specific
buildings so that the resident
hall coordinators and public
safety can be made aware of
problems.
O'Brien said she wants students to bring her specific
complaints of safety issues on
campus, especially if they cannot attend the Safety Walk
"I always ask students for
specific complaints — a day, a
time, what happened, specifics
about events. That gives me
enough information so that I
can competently represent
them at the appropriate university committee, whatever the
issue is," she said.
O'Brien encourages all students, faculty and staff to
attend the walk, and said if
they cannot attend, they are
welcome to e-mail, call in or
drop off specific safety complaints to the SGA Office. For
more information, contact
O'Brien at 622-1724.

Got a news tip?
Call Cassondra Kirby at

6221872

After Secretary of Homeland
Security Tom Ridge announced
that all Americans should purchase duct tape and plastic
sheeting for protection against
chemicals that could be used by
terrorists, millions of Americans
headed to the local hardware
store or Wal-Mart to purchase
such necessities.
The rolls of tape and plastic
sheets went so quickly mat the
media
soon
picked up on
the craze. In
response, the
Emergency
Management
Agency and the
Chemical
Stockpile
Emergency
Preparedness
Program — two
Madison
County organizations — took
time last Friday and Monday to
educate residents on the necessary precautions that should be
taken in case of such an attack
or a chemical emergency in the
Madison County area.
"Everyone should have a roll
of duct tape, some plastic sheeting and an emergency supply
kit in case of an emergency,
whether it is at the Depot the
Sherwin Williams Plant or on I75," said Michael Bryant public
information officer for EMA and
CSEPP
Bryant was available to talk
to residents at the Richmond
MaD Friday and the Berea WalMart Monday. Using a trailer,
Bryant demonstrated the way a
family should react in case of an
emergency.
"You should find a room with
very few windows and doors to
use as your shelter in place,"
Bryant said.
"Shelter in Place" is a campaign the EMA and CSEPP
launched to keep residents safe
if a disaster should occur at the
Depot. However, with a rise in
factories in the Richmond area, it
can also be used in case of a
chemical spill at a plant or on the
railways.
Bryant said the "Shelter in
Place" concept can be used for

almost any disaster.
"I'm worried more about
something happening at the
Sherwin Williams plant, or a
wreck on 1-75 (involving hazardous chemicals) than something happening at the Depot"
Bryant said.
Sheltering in place involves
duct-taping plastic to all windows and doors so that contaminated air does not enter the
home.
Bryant admits that many residents question
the validity of
the shelter in
place concept,
but he said the
process does
work citing the
Gulf War when
Israeli citizens
used shelter in
place
techniques against
the threat of
weapons and an
incident
in
Bhopal, India when thousands
died over several years after
chemicals were released from a
nearby Dow pesticides plant in
1984. Bryant said those with
their windows closed and air off
had a higher survival rate than
those who slept with their windows open.
In order to shelter in place,
Bryant said people should pick
a room in their residence that
has the least amount of doors or
windows, noting that the basement is not a good choice
because most chemicals fall
from the atmosphere and saturate in the ground.
He recommends having a
"plastic party" where members
of the family cut the plastic to
fit the openings. "It's best to
have the plastic pre-cut so that
in the time of an emergency
you aren't wasting time cutting
the plastic and taping it to the
window or door."
Bryant also said an emergency supply kit should be
made, containing non-perishable foods, water and supplies
for children. It should also
include medications, flashlights, extra batteries and a
radio.
According to Bryant, the
shelter in place technique lasts

Steve RfchardKxVProgrsss j.
Michael Bryant, public Information officer for EMA and CSEPP
demonstrates how to tape plastic to a window Friday. Bryant said
"Shelter In Place" Is a safe option In an emergency situation.

for three hours, or until the
EMA or CSEPP notifies residents to come back outside.
There comes a point when
fresh air outside is better than
staying inside the shelter in
place," he said.
Bryant said families should
be prepared for the shelter in
place method by practicing for
an emergency. He recommends
creating a phone-tree to keep in
touch with family members who
may live out of the county.
Bryant wants all Madison
County residents to remember
not to panic if an emergency arises, especially if you have children in the Madison County
School system.

the school and pick their children up. We have
busses at all the schools that
have the children loaded in
minutes and bus them to othei
emergency evacuation sites," heft
said.
The children will be safe, bull
parents should worry about then
own safety too," Bryant said
For more information or tqt
obtain education materials abou
CSEPP or EMA contact Bryan
at 624-4765.
* This it the first article it
Progress coverage on the possibL
war with Iraq. Look for other arti
cles in the weeks to come on how
the community is preparing.
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Justice/Safety hears from
lecond dean candidate
IBAKW

Open recaptions have replaced the open forums for the
remaining candidates. The receptions will be held In the
Stratton Bunding, second floor lobby at the foaowlng timee:

wrttor

he second candidate for
of the College of Justice
Safety, Vincent J. Webb,
ted campus last week. He
i greeted by almost a dozen
Ulty members when he
ke last Thursday at an open
> in the Stratton Building,
e forum was divided into
_ sections, the first a 10nfeute lecture on a topic of the
candidate's choosing. The
nainder of the hour-long
rum was reserved for ques[>ns from the audience.
.Webb informally addressed
i small crowd by first praisHhe university and college
'.their past and current
as.
lis is an outstanding uninty." he said. "Ifs one that
accomplished a lot over
i and can accomplish an
1 lot in the future."
rle filled the rest of his time
Btment by discussing his
as on higher education.
bb was quick to note the
: and most important pillar
I university is teaching.

■ Gregg Barak
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Today
■ Kathleen M. Heide
2:45-3:45 p.m.
March 3
■ Deborah Q. Wilson
TBA

"Scholarship in any form is
a pathway to excellence," he
said. "However, it is the case
that we tend to draw boundaries around teaching. We tend
to think of it as using things
like total courses taught In my
view this oversimplifies what
we do."
In the question and answer
period, Webb described the
reasons as to why he was interested in coming to Eastern.
"It's too good of an opportunity," he said. "There are very
few stand-alone colleges like
this one. It's largely without
problems ... isn't a place that

needs fixing ... and has the
things it needs to face the
future and continue to prosper."
Webb also stated one of his
goals would be to "strive to be
like other universities, but not
be identical to them."
Three more candidates are
scheduled to visit campus in
the weeks to come. According
to Dominick Hart, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
the remaining candidates'
open foruma have been
changed to open receptions
because of the numbers
involved.

Interested in writing sports for The Progress?
If so, contact Sports editor Brett Gibson at 6221882 or Jen Almjeld at 622-1881.

13S C TV. fC&rnrltirtti L>r.

Finalist calls himself jack of all trades
tYAOAMlAKW
AfOwS WfnWf

Vincent J. Webb graduated from The University of
Omaha with a degree in
sociology in 1967. Today,
after much education and
experience, he finds himself
at Eastern, competing for
the position of dean of the
College of Justice and
Safety.
"I'm a first generation
college graduate in my family," he said.
"For the first several
years after obtaining my
Ph.D., I would go home for
the holidays and visit with
relatives. They would ask
me what is it that you do?' I
would say 'well I am a professor.' And then they would
ask 'so what does a professor do?'"
Webb then had to figure
out how to explain the position to them. He decided
just to start saying "teacher"
instead.
"That's what I am, and
that's what I do," he said.
Webb is currently a professor and chairman of
administration justice at
Arizona State University
West. He has also held a
number of other positions in
the past, including chair of
the department of criminal
justice at the University of
Nebraska at Omaha.
He has co-written four
books and nearly 30 articles

Steve Richardson/Progress
Vincent Webb is a finalist in the selection for Dean of the College
of Justice and Safety. Webb was on campus last Thursday.

in relation to the field of criminal justice.
In addition to the many hats
he wears, Webb is also a husband, father and proud grandfather of two.
In his spare time, he enjoys

piano playing, golf, spending
time with family, caring for
his cats and being outside.
However, in regards to outdoor activities, he calls himself "a jack of (all) trades,
but a master of none."
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► News Quiz

Slippin' & SlidirT

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
tett your knowledge of what's
going on at Eaattrn. If you TT
J
don't know the answers, don't
T
worry. Just go to
www.saiternprogrett.com and you".;
can cheat.
jj
V

What annual event
took place over ths
weekend?
*

a) Annual Colonel Race
b) Richmond Area Party
c The President's Ball
Who Is the new
athletics director for
Eastern?

J
~'

^

a) John Shafer
b) Tony Delk
c Michael Jordan

O-.

An explosion at what
factory caused the
extended campus In
CorMn to close on
Thursday and Friday?

a) Toyota Plant
b) GCA & Sons
c) CTA Acoustics

U|J...| 1/fJlTMf

wtjNtm Nxorwrfognm

University needs to consider student safety
Eastern take the same considerations
with the children at Model Laboratory
School that may live outside city limits?
When commuters and faculty arrived
on campus Tuesday, the Alumni
Coliseum Parking Lot looked as though
it had not been touched by plows or deicing agents. Acting Provost Mark
Wasicsko sent an e-mail at 10 a.m. to all
faculty and staff stating that the university "got caught with our guard down."
Wasicsko said in the e-mail when road
conditions worsened at 6:30 a.m.. it was
too late to notify media outlets to get the
word out for a delay.
However, the university maintains its
own Web she and has its own weather
hotline for students to call. If the university felt it was too late to call a delay, the
least it could have done is warn commuters and faculty of the road conditions in the area.
Wasicsko also said in the e-mail: "We

Once again on Tuesday students
awoke to a blanket of fresh
white snow and black ice.
While facilities services workers tried
their best to scrape away the ice. students still had to slide to class on unsafe
sidewalks and roads.
Madison County schools were canceled
because of the early morning snowfall
and dangerous roads. Some county
roads were not even plowed until late
morning.
Eastern and Model Laboratory
school still held classes on regular
schedule.
While The Progress believes holding
class is important, we also think the university should take student safety into
consideration.
If the Madison County School Board
believes the roads are unsafe to risk
transporting its students, shouldn't

are telling people who call in that safety
mutt be their first concern and they
should not risk serious injury to travel
on unsafe roads."
While he doea ask the faculty to "work
with folks who were unable to get here
due to weather conditions." neither he,
nor the university, tent the tame email
to students, warning ut that roads were
bad and letting ut know if t OK to play it
safe rather than risk driving to class.
Just last week a student fell on an icy
sidewalk that wasn't salted because the
university was concerned it would damage the concrete, a fall that required die
student to have major surgery. The
point is that students are supposed to
come first at this university — that may
require damaging sidewalks with salt to
that we don't fall and tending ut matt emails about weather too— at least
we'd all be a little more informed that
way!

BfPi Q*b$OfwrfOQW$

Who Is this boy?
*

a) The youngest member of
Eastern's mens basketball
team.
,
b) The youngest MVP ever.
c) A performer at half-time during Saturday's game against
UT-Martm.

► Campus Comments
Eastern President Joanne Glasser declined a salary increase Feb. 18. Staff member CJ' Rat liftaskedstudents what they thought about U.
BROOKE

STEVE
CRKJlfR

BRANHAM

Good for her. She
is obviously more
concerned about
the university
budget than she is
her own personal
needs.

Richmond

I think it's good.
She is doing
things for the
u nfversity and
not just for
herself

Wow. I'm glad i
i. thanking of th

and
knows it should
come before her

I think she's
thinking about
what's best for
the umverwty.

•■

»

► How to roach us
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Duct tape and plastic will help little in bio-warfare
CASSONDRA

" KttBY
' kfyTum
Csssondra Klrby

It a sophomore
lournallsm major
tromKnott
County. Sha la
ths news adltor
of Ths Prograaa.

ne of my friends aaked me awhile
back If I waa putting together an
emergency kit.
"For what?" I aaked.
"Survival... you know, In caae of a
chemical warfare attack," ahe aald.
Obvloualy, I'd mlaaed somethings"
ahould know. My friend, who enlightened me on thla kit, made up of duct
tape and plastic, felt it waa vital.
She told me the plastic aheeta would
cover the doora, wlndowa and venta
using duct tape to keep them In place.
"It'll keep gaa from getting In," ahe
aald.
"Are you doing. It?"
"No." 1 aald.
Aa I thought about the laaue later on
I found myaelf thinking maybe duct
tape la worth consideration aa a
defense mechanlam.
After all, duct tape atopped a water
leak In my uncle's house and It held,
together a broken broom my grand-

K

mother had for years — why not uae It
aa a chemical warfare weapon? If It
can atop a water leak It can do anything, right? ,
I mean aure, If a warning preceded a chemical warfare
attack I could daah Into
my dorm room and try
to aeal off my air-supply, but besides the
fact that thla sounds
like suicide to me, I
doubt anyone could
aeal off a room completely so no air, poisonous or pure, could penetrate.
And since warnings
don't precede attacks, I
gueaa I could alwaya duct tape
my room now — but because you're
auppoae to cloae off windows, venta and
doors, even If I could find a way to get
air (by using an air tank or something),
I wouldn't have a way to get out of my

>.

Student wants change in gov.

CONLEY
•f/TUm

TRnfcoXy"
la a senior
sociology major.

I was quite frankly surprised when I
read Mr. Abner's letter to the editor, "Alumnus wants change in politics, power."
I couldn't agree more and hope
that every single student, faculty
member and citizen read It and
reflected. Then I hope people got
pissed and decided to take action.
My only dlaagreement with Mr.
Abner Is that our government does
not treat us like children — at least
not their children anyway.
What "parent" would force their
"children Into slavery In order to
continue the vicious cycle of consuming which benefits their corporate
buddies? I am not referring to the
slavery of our past; I mean the slavery we are living.
What are we working for? I am
buying my degree in hope that I can
someday find a job, sell my labor In
order to work too many hours, sacrifice valuable personal relationships,
have insufficient health benefits, no
social security, and for what?
So I can turn around and buy food
with 16 different pesticides or toxic
chemical additives In H? Buy clothes
made in sweatshops across the world
because the labor there is cheaper
and human rights do not matter? Buy
junk I am programmed to believe I
need?
Yes, this is why I wiU work everyday of my life until I am nearly 80
years old. This is the sad state of
America.
Some may disagree. You snay
think America is "home of the free*
and that you do what you want to do
and live as you want to live. To that I
say you, have been bamboozled. Your
wants and needs are told to you by
big business, Myself included.
And as for the war with Iraq? The
largest antiwar protest since Vietnam
was recently held and does our government officials represent the peoples voice? HeM no.
This is no surprise. It is no secret
that pottocians come from a privileged cksw of oil tycoons, corporate

I gueaa officials don't envlalon
anyone staying in thla environment for more than an hour or two,*
the chemicals had better dissipate fast.
With nothing better offered, some
people rushed out and bought quantities of the specified materlala, figuring
it can't hurt and may help.
I am not in any way trying to discourage anyone from trying to be prepared and strongly believe that the
threat of chemical warfare Is nothing to
be taken lightly.
People nave been living with it for a
long time — It just seems closer thsn
ever now.
In fact, I conalder action In thia
direction worthy If It eaaea one'a mind.
If It takes emergency kits to cope, the
Siurchases are well worth the price just
or that purpose alone.
Well, here'e to optimism — because
the way I see it, besides the duct tape,
that'a the only thing we have.

dorm room — I
gueaa there goea
claaaea.
Hey, I'm not making fun of anyone.
I'm aa scared aa anyone else about the
possibility of a lethal
attack because I now
know that federal officials don't have anything
more than duct tape and
plastic to offer aa a way to
fight it off.
Yea, the government (whoever
that may Include) aald this la
the way to go.
Among other thlnga, It
advised this duct tape and plastic method — a method that
when applied to a room with 10 aquare
feet of floor apace per person reportedly haa enough air for everyone to
breathe for only five hours.
Oh yeah, that's saving my life.

► letters to the •ditor

Chair of History department
says police report is inaccurate

players, billionaires and so on.
Whose interests are they going to be
looking out for? Certainly not you or
I, or the rest of the 95 percent of the
population who constitute the working poor.
We are the cogs In the politicians'
wheela of fortune, We are kept unorganized and voiceless by man-made
concepts like race.
If we are too busy hating each
other, we cannot direct our aggression toward the government greed.
The people In power know thla; it haa
been a card they have played
throughout history.
Corporate media tells us to be
afraid of our neighbors, the threat of
theft, murder, rape, which are serious. But all along, the crimes most
damaging to our society, ohysicaOy
and economically, come from whitecollar crime: corporate fraud, environmental devastation consumers
getting cancer from unsafe products,
etc. Trie scary part is corporations
and politicians are nearly one in the
same today.
Our governmental leaders bombard us with messages of patriotism and freedom and democracy
and it is sadly a shame. How free
areyou?
The average citizen has no economic, political, not even the freedom of speech aa is so wrongly
assumed. The Constitution guarantees it yes, but what the frsmers
failed to mention are the sanctions
that might be applied after the fact, if
too many feathers were ruffled.
I do not think 1 am alone in the
idea that we can choose to be the
silent, brainwashed, all-consuming
robots which benefit the corporations and the politically elite, or we
can THINK and perhaps then
FEEL, GET ANfiKY, GET
INFORMED and do our damnedest
to avoid further manipulation in a
country where "God bless America"
emblazons the bumpers of many
SUVs, vet "America" itself is such
an illusion.

. In a newsbiirf titled "Safezone training scheduled on c^pus" in the Feb.

13 issue of The Progress, it should have gold Safezone is sponsored by the
Diversity Of flee,
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday
before publication on Thursday.

I do appreciate you reporting that I
waa cleared of 1)1 II charges. On the other
hand, the campus police report is not
quite accurate.
When I left the Keith Building at
roughly 9:30 p.m., there waa no one
around, including police officers.
There were two police vehicles in front
of Keith Hall, and as I waa driving away, I
paused to aee whether students in the
dormitory across the street were having
a fracas.
Little did I know that the police were
in Keith Hall looking for a bald headed
man who was involved in a dlsturbsnce.
When I left the Keith Building, I heard no
one order me to stop.
I am deaf in my left ear, but uaually I
hear someone shouting. I did not run to
my car and I drove away very slowly
while trying to see why the police were
there.
My colleagues in the Keith Building
are dedicated faculty, but I am usually the
one working there on Saturday night and
that was certainly true on Jan. 25.

Thus, the only disturbance I could
have been Involved In Is a disturbance
with myself.
The police report hints that I waa trying to take evasive action, but I had nothing to be evasive about aa I waa not fighting with a colleague and I know I waa not
drunk.
There are several legal lasues that one
might ralae about why I was stopped and
why I was detained, but the police officers were polite and my affection for
Eastern Kentucky University supersedes
any inconvenience that thia may have
caused me.
In fact, from the beginning I waa more
amused than angry.
Ronald K. Huch
Chair of history department
Tkl Projrtu gave Eaitern'i Diviiion of
Public Safety a chance to rtipond to thil
Ittttr. Howtvir, thty did not rtipond bt/ore
the deadline.

Student wants university to change,
make sidewalks safer for community
I read the articles in last week's paper on the guy falling on the sidewalks. Does
the university plan on doing anything about it?
It seems in your article all they said was yeah, we don't warn to crack the sidewalks. I know that the sidewalk he fell on is not the only one neglected. The commuter parking lot behind the Disney Building is a disaster when it snows, it's obvious
they don't touch it.
I think H's amazing Sean Nay lor is the first to get hurt. I know I've fallen several
times. Is this incident an eye-opener for the school, or are they Just saying tough
luck?
Lauren Palicki,
Junior nursing major

Commonwealth Hall's sprinkler system was activated once again this
week. The activation occurred last week because the sprinklerhead was
bumped by someone on top of a bunk bed This is the second time this
year flooding ha* resulted because of someone being on a bunk bed and
accidentally hitting it. Do you think Eastern needs to make a rule about
bunk beds in dorms? TeU us what you think!
To job* the debate, go to
<umnixeasternfrogrem.com>
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Eastern officials disregard best interests of students
STEPHEN
TRONCONE
'TUrn

Troncons i* •
sophomore
undeclared
major from
Louisville

At Eaatern Kentucky
University, students come
laat.
At I look out the window
Tuesday. I tee a campua covered
In both anow and ice. Studenta
are alipplng, sliding and generally having a tough time getting
around campua.
One would think that theae
kind* of conditiona would merit
aome kind of delay on the part of
Eaatern, however, for aome reaaon this ia not the caae and etudenta are left to fend for them
•elver
While thia Incident may
prove annoying to the entire student body (and a good number
of faculty) as an isolated incident, It truly la only a minor
complaint.
Unfortunately, this ia not juat
an isolated incident, thia decision by the administration falls
into the increasingly disturbing
trend of putting the atudent
body at the very bottom of their
priority Hat.
It all started lesa then a week
after the aemester began. A
couple of guys in
Commonwealth decided it
would be fun to aet aome stuff

on fire. A few daya later it happened again. Now since both of
these fires happened in
Commonwealth, one could safely aaaume that it waa someone
in that dorm who aet the Area.
However, instead of searching
in that dorm, our Housing
Office made the brilliant dec!aion to inatltute a campus-wide
lockdown.
A letter aent to all atudenta
informed ua that theae meaaqrea were only temporary, and
would help expedite the capture
of the arsonists.
Well, here we are a little over
a month later, the upped security ia atill In effect, no one haa
been caught and surprise surprise, there have been no more
practical jokea involving fire (to
call it arson gives too much
credit to the severity of the
event).
However, the general atudent body atill has to suffer
under the aheer absurdity of
thia administrative decision. A
student waa even scolded by
public safety because he refused
to show his ID multiple times aa
he unloaded hia car (a process
made infinitely harder by allow-

ing only one entrance to remain
unlocked).
Thia policy ia obviously
putting undue hardship on a
rather large number of the atudent body, yet atill remains in
effect regardless of Ita seemingly temporary nature.
The next proverbial slap In
the face came at a recent Board
of Regents meeting. Putting the
students first, and without consulting the faculty or the SGA,
the board decided to inatltute a
new fine on all hard working
atudenta. Under thia new rule,
any atudent who decided to take
more than 16 hours of credit
would be charged $66 for each
hour over that amount. The
pure foolishness of thia decision
became extremely evident when
the Board waa asked how thia
fine would affect scholarship
holders. Their response: We
don't know, we didn't work any
of that out.
Essentially they passed a
detrimental (to the studenta)
ruling without even thinking It
through.
At that aame meeting the
Regents also decided to give our
president a raise (but delay it).

Apparently those who are In
charge of thia school ace It fit to
make the rich richer, while making the poor poorer. Thankfully
our preaident turned down thia
raise (the only light in a very
dark tunnel), but the fact that
the Board of Regenta passed
this kind of penalty, without
even thinking it through all the
way, la an insult.
We finally come back to the
problems with the Inclement
weather.
It ia completely understandable for thoae In charge of thia
school to want to keep claaaea
running aa much as possible.
However, If the school ia to
remain open, then those in
charge have a responsibility to
ensure that the campua ia a safe
place for the atudenta.
Obviously, this is not the caae
aa laat week, a atudent not only
fell, but also broke his leg. And
what waa the adminiatratlon'a
reasons for leaving auch a
treacheroua stretch of sidewalk
untreated? Any salt or chemicals
Slaced on the concrete might
ave damaged it. When asked if
the fact that so many students
and faculty could not possibly

make it to the campua affected-;
the decision to keep the school
open, an official replied "No."
Apparently he either did not :
notice or did not care about the J
sheer number of empty classrooms that day, either from lack •
of atudenta or lack of professors. For many atudenta and
faculty who lived In Lexington, ;
It would have been incredibly
dangerous for them to make the
drive to Richmond. So basically:
the measage here ia that both ^j
concrete and the number of
school daya on paper are morel*
important than the safety of th« ;
atudent body.
~
It ahould be noted that I am
not condemning the entire
school aa a whole.
I made the choice to go here
and I am confident and happy ii
that decision. What I do have al ■
problem with is the blatant dis- J
regard of atudent intereata in Z'
many of the recent deciaions -;
made by the various organize- "
tions of the administration.
~
Thoae who make theae kinds
of decialona need to remember^
that their joba are here becauseof ua, the atudent body. We are"•'"
not here to aerve them.
~

► letters to the editor

Public has way to go before escaping racism, reaching equality, Alum says j
One small incident sparked a revo- would become the Civil Rights
lution in thia country. An event that Movement have been aparked had
waa minute In Ita general context, but that tired woman given up her seat?
highly relevant in the scheme of right She had the courage to atand up in
and wrong. In 1955, a woman that waa the face of convention becauae she
riding the bus home in Montgomery, waa tired and knew that she had as
Ala., decided she waa too tired physi- much right to that seat aa anyone
cally, but moat of all emotionally, to elae, no matter their color.
succumb to the evils of segregation
If that had not been the spark what
and racism. She realized the opportu- would have? Would a different spark
nity to be strong, to fight in her own have come along at a later point in
small way, waa staring her in the time? What would the spark have been
face. She knew that she might be had it not been for that one defining
abused verbally and physically, yet moment? Would someone elae later in
she had the courage to make her own time have had the same courage that
stand.
that tired woman had? That day she
Had that one event not have hap- became a hero whether she meant to
pened, would our world be the same? or not She became the voice of generWhere would people of African ations past, present and future.
decent be today had it not been for
Those that came before her would
the courage of one woman? What if have been proud to see the courage
Rosa Parks had given up her seat that which she mustered. The people that
afternoon? Would the inferno which came after her owe her a debt of grati-

tude of which is unfathomable. Thoae
of us born after that event will never
know what true adversity means. Oh,
we face adversity in our lives and we
feel so sorry for ourselves and whine
about hardship, but we truly have no
idea what true racism ia. Those of ua
today that didn't see yesterday will
never know the likes of adversity that
our ancestors faced.
Young people today take for granted
that which haa been bestowed upon
them by the sufferings of their forefathers. The path of our future was paved
by thoae that came before us, they
paved the road in which you and I and
future generations will travel. The road
ia not paved with black top or gravel.
No, the road we will travel into our
future ia paved with blood, sweat and
tears, blood of our grandparents, sweat
of our fathers and tears of our mothers.
We owe our ancestors a debt that can

not be imagined, yet we still owe the
debt How do we begin to repay those
that sacrificed so much? The only currency that can or will be accepted aa
legal tender for our debt is that of compassion, perseverance, understanding,
respect and love. We can only repay our
debt by continuing to pave the road into
the future with the same values and
ideals held so dear by those that sacrificed for us so that we may never have
to face the same evils they did.
No matter how bad you think you
have it, your parents and grandparents have seen evil that you and I can
not Imagine. Thia country atill haa a
long way to go before the dream of
true equality will be realized.
However, our ancestora suffered
atrocities and racism on a level that I
am sure they hope win never be seen
again. We owe our ancestora a great
debt indeed, but are we repaying it?

Are we repaying our great debt
according to the aame principles our
ancestors held so dear?
There are many among ua that
have seen evil, hatred and indignation;
on a scale that only you and I can
imagine. Those that are older know!
what hate and evil are. Our grandpar-:
enta have seen things that you will
never aee. Will we allow their sacrifices to have been made be in vain? t
am sure that if we could apeak to.
those that have gone before ua they
would only wish that we, the future^
win not allow ourselves to repeat UU
past. When you think, you are being
the subject of racism or adversity,
think about thoae that come before
you and what they faced. They faced
their adversity with courage, win you?.
Stacy C.Abner,
Eastern Alumnus

Accent

Christina Cathcart, editor
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The Lady Colonels
were handed their
third consecutive loss
Monday. Get all the
details on
Thursday, February 27,2003 B1
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MONEY?
FAFSA is ticket
to financial aid
BY CHWOTNA C/UHCAHT
Accent tdltor

Money doesn't grow on
trees, but if it did, springtime
would be the best time to itart
grabbing some.
The same applies to the
financial aid process: financially
needy students who complete
their Free Application for
Federal Student Aid early stand
the best chance of getting state
and federal grant monies.
Filling out a FAFSA allows
students to apply for federal and
state student grants, work-study
and loans.
Since the application is now
available
online
at
www.fafsa.ed.gov, the process of
finding funding for education
expenses should be slightly simpler.
"The U.S. Department of
Education is moving toward students filling out their FAFSA
electronically," said Shelley
Park, Eastern's director of student financial assistance.
It's much quicker, and it's
edit-proot If you've filled out
something incorrectly, it won't
let you go any further. If you
have to do a correction, you can
do that electronically. They're
trying to make things as easy as
possible."
Once students have completed their FAFSA and have sent it
to be processed, the wait begins
for their Student Aid Reports to
arrive.
When
processing the
FAFSA online, students should
receive an unofficial estimated
family contribution amount
immediately.
According to Jennifer
Hamm, a financial aid counselor
at Eastern, the SAR should then
be sent to the student via email
or snavhnafl in a few days time,
as per the studenfs request
The paperFAFSA a* take
up to four weeks to be

ii
Overall,
students who
miss priority
deadlines may
be missing out
on funding.
—Jennifer Hamm
Financial aid counselor

99
processed,
but the online
FAFSA will occasionally be
processed in a few days time
and will, at most, 'take up to
three weeks.
Hamm suggests filing
the FAFSA online and aa
early as possible.
Barty Mr sis fat grants
Although the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority distributed CAP
grants until June last
year for the 2002-2003
school year, funds will
likely be exhausted ear
tier due to an increase in
applicants, Hamm said.
"Overall, students who
miss priority deadlines may
be missing out on funding,"
risUJlftl Mid.

Grants such aa the
Supplemental
Education
Opportunity Grant and the
Kentucky CAP grant are available for financially needy
undergraduate students on a
priority basis.
The PELL grant is available
at any time for eligible students.
Students not eligible for

NattianM BuNock/ProgrsM

grants
may still be eligible for work-study
or Stafford loans, although
loan limits, especially for
freshmen, may not be high
enough to cover all educational expenses.
Loan limits have not been
rising with the rising cost of
tuition: according to Park, the

freshman loan limit has not
increased from $2,625 per
school year since 1982.
The Higher Education Act
is going through reauthorization and mis may change for
next year.
"One of the recommendations with this reauthorization
has been to increase the loan
limit amount," Park said. "This
is so students will not have to

rely on credit cards or alternative loans from private
lenders."
Students can get a FAFSA
online at the FAFSA Web site
or from the financial aid office,
which is located in the Student
Services Building, Room 251.
Kentucky's priority deadline is March 15; Eastern's priority deadline is April 1.
Some students who live in

the dorms will be able to meet
FAFSA deadlines without leaving home.
The financial aid department staff will also be available at the following presentations: 7 p.m. Monday in Keene
Hall and 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Todd Hall.
For everyone else, more
information is located at
www.finaid.eku.edu.

Local groups aid students, elderly with tax questions
BiCMtimCmtc*m
Acc*X«#of

It's that time again — time to
break out the calculator, notepad
and No. 2 pencil. It's tax time.
and the majority of the wageearning pubic are going to have
to answer some questions.
Are you dependent? Single.
or wniinl with children? Do
you have business or education
expenses? What about rtemtzkg?
Need some tax help? Lock*.
there are some local groups asking the last question so folks can
answer the res: for the IBS by
AprllS.
Tucked in a inafmnir room
to the Madtoon County Library
from the
of Reared Persons who
to
their time flaw daps a
assist locals with thesr
for
free.
They are
from U
pm Monday. W,
Vcdnea
FnaaW each won uoo>I AprllS.
AARP does give
to the elderly, but
"Weedo

totheir
Sol tax." said Carol Teague. a
coordinator of AARP "We
handfe mostly lowHonakkfleAARPwsletfe any mdrviduaT. ta> torms except those oiat
whars ths AARP
BUM from 1-4 pm
untt Aprt 15

asm be done for
free on many Web file* for «fc

ii
The different tax
rules make
some people
afraid. They're
afraid that
they're doing
something
wrong.
—Kimberty O'Ryan
Senior accounting major

—

»

victuals with an adjusted gross
income of less than 830,000,
Despite the fact that taxes
can be filed etectronicaly for
free, many stal choose to seek
help at firms such as H * R
BsPcfc, where they can wwneiMaleiy get a Rapid Refund loan
check after ftftog their taxes.
■The different tax rules make
some people afraid," said
Kanberty O'Ryan. 37. a senior
accounting major who works
parHime at Greattinger and
Crowtey in Monbceao. They're
mat they're
thing wra
Other reasons to get an
tax refund are convenience or necessity.,

Ksvwi MsraMVogrsss
Phyf Aftwns. left, asks Carol Tsagus. cantor, lor acMea wnito
ratasaang Ronald Hagan's tanas Monday. The AARP «• assist
Iriolvfcxaaswattfws-tajaaatlhsMaofroriCws^
urs1Aprl15.

"A tot of people want to get
their money quickly." O'Ryan
said "Most of these people don't
have a hank account to send a
direct deposit to."
Cia—i * - ne--e a _a_
-■
30mr MmwrVMum ww
DCCUI
tax ammUnce for none of these
rr^fatifM ImV i nafino^ asflrnVfafS

lor example, fesce different tax
probienw and might need *perial assistance
uaternabonal ftndcnte nave
a different set of tax rules to follow." said Ed Fenton. an aasooate professor si the accounting
department.
"For example, international
students are forced to file separately even at they're nmiiiil
International students

some exceptions, do not get the
standard deduction either They
just don't get anything."
To fulfil the tax-related needs
of international students, Fenton
started a Volunteer Income Tax
Assistant group last spring.
Tax-help sessions, al in
Combs 302, are available for
■nernabonal sti sifts from 2-4
pm. today. 4-5:45 pm. Tuesday
and 8:45-10 pm March 10.
For more information on
your taxes, go to wwwiragnv or
www.taxsHes.com/help.htnil.
Web sites which alow lowincome individuals to e4ne their
taxes for free are Bated at
wwwjra^ov/app/freeFle/jap/
todexjsp.
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TODAY

Ecuadorian pottery comes to campus

Span.
Senior June Lee will perform a
violin
recital
in
Brock
Auditorium

^J^aff&or

9 pun.
Thursday Alternative Getaway
"win host a free screening of
"Barbershop" in the Powell
Building Lobby.

7 pun.
The Giles Gallery will host a
reception for the Graphic Design
Invitational.
8 p.m.
The Lexington Arts and Cultural
Council presents a free clasical
cello ensemble performance in
the Downtown Arts Center in
Lexington.
For
more
information, call 859-2250370.
8 p.m.
A contra dance will be held at 161
N. Mill St in Lexington.
Admission is $4 for students.

SATURDAY
Noon
Eastern's baseball team will
Blay Western Illinois at Turkey
iughes Field. The team will
play again at 1 p.m. Sunday.

ties or mjihotogicai figures.
The ladies wil be bare al
afternoon making pottery so

9 a.m.
"Kentucky Crafted: The Market
2003" will take place at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville.

Wsdnssday
Whnra): Campbell
Building

8 p.m.
Andy Milner will perform a
percussion recital in G if ford.

people can coma fa and watch
all day or just stop by,"
Moltaarosakl
The
Headley-Whltney
Museum fa Lexington to hosting "Art of the Amazon," a display of Ecuadortan pottery until
June a The coBacnon of artifacts and pottery belongs to
Moanaro and his wie.
Mosfaaro'seaveriencefathe
Amazon Basin has ghen him
tools ha can bring into the
classroom as weB as his work
on a new book. Molnaro atoo
has a documentary on
Ecuadorian potters in the
Some of the pottery wffl be
available to purchase during
this demoastratioB. After
Dagua and Vargas visit
Eastern, May are hearting to
several other scnaots such as
ivemucky wessryan untveraxy
and Ball Sute Unrversity in

WEDNESDAY
7 p.m.
The psychology department will
present "Affective states and brain
emotional systems: Some primordial sources of grief and joy1 in the
Jaggers Room in Powell.
7 p.m.
Housing and Residence Life presents "Last Lecture Series" in the
basement of Burnam. The speaker is James Conneely, vice president for student affairs.

UPCOMING
Photo Submitted
Esthete Dagua works on Qulchua Indian pottery native to the
Amazon jungle.
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March 7
Carter Caves State Resort Park
will host Mountain Memories
Weekend. This festival includes
music, crafts and storytelling.
Admission is $7. For more
information, call 1-800-325^)059.

-4

Cars for Grade!

NOTICE OF APPLICATION ACCEPTED FOR FILING & SOLICITING
COMMENTS, MOTIONS TO INTERVENE, & PROTESTS.

*"h'"

TUESDAY
5 p.m.
The English Honor Society
Sigma Tau Delta is meeting
in Case Annex Lounge. All
eligible students are invited.

WlMfft: Noon-5 p.m.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
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6 p.m.
There will be a horn recital
featuring Courtney Spagens
in Brock Auditorium.

2:30 p.m.
Eastern's baseball team will
play Wright State at Turkey
Hughes Field.

Qulchua

A mother daughter duo wfl
visit Eastern to show students
Ecuadorian art. They will
demonstrate Qulchua Indian
Dotterymalting on Wednaaday
March 5 from noon to 5 jxm.
Art professor Joe Mosnaro
has been to the Amazon
regions numerous times in flat
past 10 year* to observe potter«nalong. He began In 19»
giving a lecture on oil experiencea there. He was farted to
teach at UnterattadoUAiuay
in Ecuador. Oa waekandi ha
would go into the Amaaon jungle and research the oVferent
lands of pottery.
Molinaro net Eathela
Dagaa and ber daughter, Mkan
Vargas, through an anthropologist They hafama friends and
Moanaro tavnaa them to snow
thear work fa this area. Dagua
taught her daughter the craft
and now they are some of the
finest potters in the Amazon
ttoMnafasrn.
Dagua and Vargasj)aint the
thin-waled pottery sin bruahes made from human hair. The
decorations are of their i

FRIDAY

,lfc

3 pjn.
Tara Mann will perform her
senior clarinet recital in Brock
Auditorium.

PICK

ijfm

Linda Pollock, editor

SUNDAY

PROGRESS

7.30 p.m.
CRU w| meet in the MM Room
of the Walac* Building
Eastern's Theatre Department
presents "Brighton Besch
Memoirs" in the Gifford Theatre.
Tickets are $4 for students and $5
for adults. The play runs through
Saturday.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Linda
Pollock at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

Sure...
Your education has given you wings.
But we've got what you really want...
wheels.
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Graduating Seniors saue
up to $750 on a new car...
just for making it through college.
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Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Scholar committed to diversity
BYKATHWDTKAMf
Around&About editor

She works hard to help people understand her culture, and
for the past (hree years has
been living in and learning
about an American culture she
was unfamiliar with In her
homeland of India. Rushda
Majeed uses her experiences
to help make campus more
diverse.
Majeed is the first recipient
of the Joanne K. Glasser
Diversity Scholarship, which
was established last year to
help show the importance of
diversity at Eastern. The
renewable scholarship is $500
per semester.
"I've been involved with a lot
of activities on campus,"
Majeed said. "Along with the
essay that I wrote and I guess
my GPA, I was (awarded the
scholarship)."

She was told she had to go
through an interview process
as part of the scholarship
awarding process, but the decision had already been made
that Majeed would be the first
recipient, she said.
"I couldn't believe it at first,"
Majeed said. "It was a huge surprise. When President Glasser
give me the letter and told me,
I was very pleased with it I felt
at that point that everything I
had been doing and working for
had sort of paid off, and then to
get recognition for it."
The decision Majeed would
be the first recipient was made
due to all of her extra activities.
Majeed works as the activities
coordinator
for
the
International
Student
Association, was recently
appointed as a student senator,
is a member of the Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, The
Association of Computing

Machinery-Women and a member of the Honors Program.
"Frankly. I don't sleep all
that much," Majeed said about
her busy schedule. "I really
don't know how ... but hopefully it just gets done."
While it was hard to pack up
and leave, it was the first step
she needed to take when
Majeed decided to attend college in the United States. She
came to Kentucky three years
ago because her sister already
lived here. The hardest part
about leaving home was leaving
her family and friends behind,
but she said the experience is
well worth H.
While studying here she hasn't felt like she has had to over
come large obstacles because of
her gender or ethnicity.
"As far as computer science
is concerned, being an Indian in
that field is an advantage
because they think you're auto-

matically good at it," Majeed
said. "As far as proving myself
and being a woman in the computer science field is hard
because it's a totally technical
field."
Majeed's focus on campus
is to help educate herself and
others about different cultures. Many times, she said,
she will make new friends and
they will ask her questions
about her family and she will
ask the same types of questions and learn about their
backgrounds.
Majeed doesn't have any
plan,s to slow down anytime
soon. She hopes to continually
educate the campus and community about other cultures
and diversity awareness.
The Joanne K. Glasser
Diversity Scholarship will be
offered next year. It provides
financial help to students who
excel at promoting diversity.

Katto W»itkamp/Progrt»«

Rushda Majeed Is the first recipient of the Joanne K. Glasser
Diversity Scholarship. Majeed is very active with activities on campua.

Manicures, pedicures, nails help pay for college education
WEmcAMP
Around&About editor
BY KATIE

While she hopes to own a
spa in the future, she's getting
her start in college, specifically
in her dorm room. Dara
Slaughter, a licensed nail technician, offers manicures, pedicures, full-sets, fill-ins, polish
changes, nail art and soak-offs
at reasonable prices for college
students in a convenient place.
"I've worked in salons
before. I used to work at
Posh," Slaughter said, "but I
like working out of my dorm
room because it gives me a
flexible schedule so I can work
around classes."
One of the reasons
Slaughter does nails is to make
money to help her with her college expenses. Working in a

nail salon had its perks; she
had a lot of clients, worked
with a lot of great people and
enjoyed her work, but also
dealt with the downfall of a
strict schedule. Now, Slaughter
makes appointments at her
leisure to earn a few extra dollars.
"I take a few appointments
through the week, but I really
like to work a lot on the weekends,"
Slaughter
said.
"Sometimes my friends will
come in and sit down and just
start playing around with my
(equipment) and I'll end up
doing their nails for them
then."
But working out of a dorm
room also has its disadvantages. One of the biggest is
poor ventilation. While opening

aShe has her

own little style
that's
different.
—Nicole Hayden
Student client

»
the windows helps, the smell of
polish and other chemicals
linger in her room.
"The people on my floor are
really great," Slaughter said.
"They haven't complained

about (the smell)."
Also, after midnight.
Slaughter will sometimes
schedule a couple of appointments. While Slaughter said
she is a fairly quiet person, it is
easy for her clients to get loud
after hours, which can cause
noise complaints from her
neighbors.
Slaughter has had her nail
technician license for three
years. She said she is very concerned with keeping things
sterile for her clients.
"I have bleach everywhere,"
Slaughter said. She uses bleach
and alcohol to clean her tools
and she uses clean files for each
of her clients. She also continually researches funguses and
other nail issues through conferences and research.

"It's very easy for someone
to get a fungus or something,"
Slaughter said. "And I don't
want to be the cause of that. I
encourage people to read about
funguses and other nail products."
Slaughter uses only Tammy
Taylor products that she orders
on the Internet. She said that
some people still use nail products containing MMA. Methyl
Methacrylate, a chemical
which can cause nails to stop
growing and even cause numbness in fingers. Tammy Taylor
products are all MMA free
according to its Web site.
Keeping up on trends in the
nail industry is easy for
Slaughter, who attends conferences not only on techniques,
but also upcoming trends.

Learning new fashion trends is
important to Slaughter because
she does not work in a salon
where she could learn about'
new styles.
"She's a lot different from
salons," said Nicole Hayden, a
junior, who has been going to
Slaughter for her nail needs for
three years now. "She has her
own little style that's different"
Hayden said she likes going.
to Slaughter because of the ,
work she does, the affordable
prices and she said she likes to
support business among
Eastern's black community.
Hayden started going to
Slaughter as a freshman and
plans to continue going to her.
until she graduates.
To contact Slaughter for an
appointment, call 622-2751.

All EVENTS ARE

WE GAINED WEIGHT

RST WEEKEND

March 6-8
Seen our Scholarship Channel lately?

We've added over 250,000 brand new scholarships
and revamped our entire site to give you
more accurate search results!

Friday - Mar. 7th
Free Midnight
Breakfast ,$*
(Powell Cafeteria)
We've changed.
Come and see.

SUING BREAK IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER, BUT STAVING HEALTHY

IS All YEAR ROUND. SO VU
ADVANTAGE OF BURKE WEUNESS
CENTER AND WEAVER GYM
EACIUTIES...

Check out Eastern Progress's
Scholarship Channel at:
www easternprogress com/scholarships

powmred by: (H^re^SiMor

Who's That?
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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Hand condition doesn't stop professor from making music
BY Mowxm CAID—J.
Sports wrMtv

Everyone has at least one
self-impoaed routine — something to relieve stress and calm
down or to help focus on
what*s ahead. For some it's as
simple as jogging in the morning or having a cup of coffee.
Now imagine you are suddenly less able to do that routine than you used to be — it
could throw your day severely
off course. Richard Crosby, a
music professor at Eastern,
knows first-hand how a change
in routine can affect a person.
His passion is playing the
Siano and has been since childood.
He began playing piano at
age 7 when his parents rented
a furnished house with a piano.
He said he enjoyed his lessons
from the beginning, and didn't
have to be told to practice. A
self-admitted hyperactive child,
music was just the thing he
needed as an outlet for energy
and to give him focus, Crosby
said.

But now a condition called
trigger finger has left him
unable to practice as long and
as much as he used to, reducing an enormously important
part of his day.
"Some of it's just overuse,
some of it a doctor told me is
just genetic predisposition,"
Crosby said explaining the
source of his disease, which
has affected his right index
finger and both middle fingers.
Trigger finger affects the
tendon that runs the length of
each finger, and the "pulleys"
that hold that tendon against
the bone.
"If you injure the tendon it
swells up and has trouble sliding through the pulley; and
eventually it makes a little
knot," Crosby said. "The tendon kind of bunches up and
pops through there. That
inflames the pulley which then
gets smaller ... It's a vicious
cycle."
Crosby has already had
surgery on his two middle

fingers and will have to do
the same for his index finger.
But the disease hasn't slowed
him down; he's found a new
outlet for his energy — composing.
"I'm finding now that I can
get the same kind of satisfaction from writing." he said.
"And maybe writing music, if it
catches on, is more permanent"
Most of Crosby's endeavors
so far have been "art songs,"
which are a bit more serious
than pop songs, he said. He's
currently working on a piece
combining piano and violin
using a computer program to
synthesize how it will sound.
A collection of his original
works will be performed
March 27 at the First
Presbyterian Church on Main
Street in Richmond. It will feature songs inspired by the
works of writers such as Edgar
Allan Poe, Robert Burns and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
and is the first concert to
entirely feature Crosby's com-

positions.

In addition, Crosby has also
been commissioned to write a
piece for the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association for a convention in October. It is the first
commission that Crosby has
received and will pay $1,000.
While Crosby is shifting
career focuses a bit. his disease hasn't entirely removed
his ability to play piano.
"I don't have to give up playing entirely, it's just that my days
as a big-time soloist are probably
not going to happen," he said.
When preparing for a performance, Crosby would practice
daily two to three hours. Now.
an hour of solid playing time is
about the most he can do.
"I just don't want people to
think that my career is entirely
over," Crosby said. "I can still
play, and it's still a very fulfilling thing. I find creativity is a
nice outlet for me."
Crosby, originally from
Florida, has taught at Eastern
17 years and plans to spend the
rest of his career here.

Richard Crosby

• From Florida, but has taught at
Eastern for 17 years.

Is sntlfoly ovor.
I can still play
and It's still a
vary fulfilling

Croaby has also been commissioned to write a
piece for the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association for a convention in October. It is the
first t oiTiiiilaa.on that Crosby has received and will
pay $1,000.

CHUR CH DIREC1[DRY

Big Hill Avraa* Christian
129 Big Mill Ave.
Phone- 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship' 6 pjn.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Chnst meets at 7 p.m. Call
(he office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
Chart a of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookhne Sub off
(ioggins Lane
Wesi side 1-75)
Sunday: 9.30 am. 10:20 am.. 6 p.m
College Bible Study Wednesdays. 7
p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Ealirsaal CtMsrek at* Oar Savioar
2323 Lexington Rd.iU.S 25 N |
Phone-859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Adult Education: 9:30am
Canterbury Fellowship- Tuesday at
11:45 at Powell Grill
Faith Crtsstad Asaeaaarv af Cad)
1783 Lancaster Rd
Service times Sunday. 10:45 am.
Wednesday Family Night. 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call 859623-4639
First AaHaace Charrfe
1405 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone- 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8 27 am. 10:45 ant
4 6 30pm.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
groups' 7 00 p.m.
College age fellowship activities. Fall
and Spring Retreat
For free transportation to Sunday services, call 859-624-9878.
First asspttst Charch
350 W Man at Lancaster Ave
Phone X59-A23-4021t
Sunday School: 9:40am
Sunday Worship: 8 30Ma, 11 am A
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 6 15pm
S I' B.S - 7:30 p.m at HSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study

•'

First Prrsbytrrlaa Charch (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10am.,
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper, (weekly and
free!) Wednesday, 6 p.m., in the
Fellowship Hall
First I ailed Methodist Church
401 West Main St
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 am A
9.40 a.m. Allan
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m
(free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night. 5:30
p m. and Message: 6 p.m.
Kkhnoad First Charch af the
Nazarea*
136 Aspen Ave.
Phone 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a in
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening. 6 p.m.
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Bible Study.
Youth. College A Career. Children s
Programs
St. Stephen CafhaUc Newatan (eater
405 University Dr.
Phone 859-623-9400
Sunday Mats: 5 p.m.
^
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic:
Wednesday 7 p.m
Newman Night for all students: Wed. 9
p.m.
St. Thomas Lutheran Charch
1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11
a m.

Richard Crosby is playing work he composed inspired by the poem
To the River" by Edgar Allen Poe. Crosby Is performing a recital at
8 p.m. March 27 at the First Presbyterian Church in Richmond. He
has taught music at Eastern for 17 years, however, because of a
condition, he is unable to practice as much as he would like.

DM you know:

W

MmadiM Life Ministries
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmith)
Phone 859-625-5366
Sunday Khuol: 10 am
Sun. Morning Worship. 11 am
Sun. Evening Worship 6 p.m
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1 30 p.m.
on WCBR 1110 AM
Van noes available on or off campus
(Contact church & leave message i

Kevin Martin/Progress

OCCUPrtlOO- Musk Professor

ii I just don't
want poopMi to

Do you have a car you've covered
with your own custom paint job,
bumper sticker mosaic or any other
unique stuff? Want to share it with the
world? E-mail Christina Cathcart at
progress@eku.edu.

LADY C0L0MEL BASKETBALL
nferen
Tournament

Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study. 7
p.m
Transportation available
White Oak Poad Christian
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggms
Lane)
Phone: 859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 a.m & 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 1015 a.m.
Flight 7:07 — a contemporary praise and
worship service. Sundays at 707 p.m.
Monday Prayer Expenence : 5:30
p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p.m.

1st Round Game

Tuesday
March 4th
7:00pm

Unitarian-Univetsalist Fellowship
209 St. George St.
Where religion and reason meet
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care.
Sunday morning at 10:45
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month
For more information, call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940
Trinity Charch PCA
3l5SpanglerDr.
(behind Pizza hut off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky 40475
Worship at 950 a.m.
Sunday School at 11:10 a.m
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859-624-8910
Web page wildcalbluc.conViuen-'lrinity
Rkhaswsd Charch »f Christ
713 W. Main SL
Services: Sunday Bible School 9 am.
Sunday worship 10 a.m
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m.
Colonels For Chnst 9 p.m. Thursday
Powell Building
Phone 623-8535

Trinity Missionary Baptist Charch
Rest Haas. Baptist (hare*
Jack s Creek Pike A US 25 N.
2301 Red House Rd.
Phcm«f59-t»3-I47t
Tony Herald, Minister
Phone 859-623-6868
SuntBWaV-hool.9-Wa.isi
Sunday Worship: lfc4J a.aji & t p.m
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 a m. and 6 * WedneatlayMaal5MpSB.
pm
-'■■Safes AaMnBycr»*w.*.lMkSutty
ojopA
M/
Wednesday Service: 7 pm.
Wednesday Night Youth Meeting: 6tV a Parsehool Children s/Yosa* Atafvities
p.m, with bod and refreshments
Das
Expository Bible Preaching: OoctraMaNty
-m*W
■l CaarMhaa Charrt)
of Grace, Baptist Perpetuity
Wastsistt Chststlta Chssrch
jKa»
End of Benmntton U. (across ^P* '
Arlington)
ja^BBsVl-^fl
Mailing address 1432 FaaruaaJ Dr
Phone: 859-623-03T2
Sunday School: 945 am

g

■Pill!"

««*■

Pr*nc-KJV4JiUl«
LW
Early wanrnt) % WaW^LaaaaV
Caarch School 9:4i) am
MMTiiaf Watsjtss 10.40 am
I.KU Cbasafcn Connection
lfora*ia-*naft
Tuesday ••*

'^^Istf

■Ml

■■■■

■M
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Lady Colonels lose third in a row
Eastern shutout;
seniors spotlighted
BY BRETT GIBSON
Sports editor

a

The Lady Colonels were
denied their 19th win Monday
night as they hosted Murray
State for the final regular season
home game. Eastern lost its
third game in a row by a final
score of 71-68 bringing the
record to 18-9 on the year with
an OVC record of 10-5.
The Lady Colonels started
off the night celebrating its
seniors for their last regular season home game. Jill Perry,
Lyndsey Warbington and
Teresa McNair were recognized
at center court along with their
parents and coaches. Each play—Larry Joe Inman
er was awarded a plaque displayWomen's head coach
ing their careers at Eastern.
With tip-off following senior
»
night festivities. Eastern jumped
out on top and took an early 10-4
lead with 17:25 showing in the
The Lady Colonels continued
first half. Murray would answer to keep the lead until the 14:19
back pulling to within one point mark in the second half when
at the 14:46 mark. 12-11.
Murray's Khadija Head made a
"We counted too much on layup to put the Lady Racers up
our inside players and our out- one, 45-46.
side players are not stepping
Eastern remained behind for
up," said head coach Larry Joe almost 10 minutes in the second
Inman.
half by as many as seven points.
Eastern continued to show Eastern finally took the lead
its offensive skills with a 6-1 run with a basket from Alicia Binion
to put the team up six, 18-12, with 3:26 to go 64-63.
with 13:19 left in the first half.
Murray State went ahead
However, the Lady Colonels saw with more than two minutes left,
that lead diminish as Murray 66-67, but Binion made one of
State pulled together a run of its two from the foul line to tie the
own to take the lead for the first score at 67.
time, 18-19. Junior Leigh Carr
In the final seconds of the
put in two of her 11 points on game, it came down to Murray
the night to give the Lady State at the line where the team
Colonels a one-point advantage. hit two of four from the line to
2019, with 10:23 remaining.
put the Racers up by three with
Eastern continued to keep only three ticks remaining. Kelly
things close as Murray went put up a desperation three at the
back on top by one with 6:40 left buzzer that didn't fall to give the
before halftime. 22-23. Murray Lady Colonels its third loss in a
gained its biggest lead at the row, 69-71.
3:07 mark, 26-30. but saw that
"It's another disappointing
lead deteriorate as junior guard loss," Inman said. "It's disapKatie Kelly knocked down two pointing because it's like we're
free throws with half a
in a team slump right
minute to go in the first
now, and we just have
halt The Lady Colonels
to play through it"
went into the locker
Eastern was led in
room at the half tied at
scoring by Eckerle with
34.
16 points and eight
During the second
rebounds followed by
half things got a little
Kelly with 12 and
worse for the Lady
McNair with eight
Colonels as the team
points on the night
once found themselves
"Miranda did an
down six points, 34-40, Larry Joe
excellent job inside
with two and three peoin the opening minutes Inman is the
ple on her," Inman said.
of the second half.
Lady Colonels
The Lady Colonels
With two layups by head basketshot 26-62 from the
McNair, a field goal by ball coach.
floor for 41.9 percent,
Miranda Eckerle and a
basket with a foul from
one for 12 from three
Katie Kelly, Eastern took the point range for eight percent
lead by one. 43-42, with 16:35 and 15-21 from the foul line for
71.4 percent. Eastern outremaining in the game.
"We had some good looks, rebounded the Lady Racers conbut we didn't take advantage of siderably, 42-28 and committed
it and knock them down," 17 turnovers while forcing 14.
"Hopefully we are going to
Inman said.

We count too
much on our
inside players
and our outside
players are not
stepping up.

BfBtl GiUon/Progr»«i

Junior Omni McCluney, sophomore Candls Cook and freshman Laura Shelton watch from the sidelines as Eastern fell short to Murray State
69-71 Monday night. The Lady Colonels travel to Austin Peay Thursday for their final regular season game.

pick that up and get ready for
tournament time," Inman said.
"I have a lot of concerns right
now because we're not knocking
down shots right now that we
should and our defense."
The Lady Colonels will travel
to Austin Peay tonight to play in
the opening game of a doubleheader as the team looks to end
their three-game losing streak.
Following the Austin Peay
game. Eastern will be back
home to host the first round
game of the OVC tournament at
7 p.m. Tuesday.
General admission is $8 and
$4 for students. The first 500 students will be admitted free with
a valid Eastern student I.D.
"We are losing to teams who
we shouldn't be losing to, and
they (the players) know that,
but we don't have anybody playing as good as we think we can,"
Inman said.
Eastern Kentucky
VI Martin
The Lady Colonels dropped
its second game in a row
Saturday night as Eastern hosted UT-Martin in the opening of
a double-header. The score was
80«8.
The Lady Colonels took the
lead early in the first half at
16:58, 8-3. UT-Martin fought
back going on a 13-4 run up to
the 13:47 mark. 12-15. Freshman
Laura Shelton nailed one of her
two three-pointers to tie the
score at 15 with 12:33 remaining
in the first half. UT-Martin made
a SO run to put them up five. 1520 and grabbed as much as a
seven point lead with 5:12 showing on the clock. 26-33. The
Lady Colonels would puD them-

selves to within five with a layup
by freshman forward Ashleigh
Huffman, 30-35. That was as
close as the Lady Colonels
would get in the first half as UTMartin lead at the half, 3541.
The Lady Colonels shot 15-34
from the floor during the first
half 44 percent, while UT-Martin
shot 14-27 for 51.9 percent.
Eastern out rebounded UTMartin by one, 19-18.
The Lady Colonels came out
for the second half with a basket
by Miranda Eckerle to cut UTMartin's lead to only four, 37-41.
UT-Martin was just too much
for the Lady Colonels Saturday
night as the team quickly
extended its lead back out to
nine with 16:45 showing, 42-51.
Midway through the second
half, the Lady Colonels found
themselves down by 12, 62-74,
with 7:22 remaining in the
game. As the second half continued, Eastern cut the lead to five
with a basket by sophomore forward Candis Cook with 2:47
showing on the clock, 73-78.
That was as close as the Lady
Colonels could get as the game
ended 80«8.
Junior guard Katie Kelly
grabbed 19 points for Eastern
followed by Shelton along with
Cook, who scored 11 points.
Cook was also leading rebounder for the Lady Colonels with
nine boards. Juniors Lee Carr
and Alicia Bininon gave Eastern
10 points and nine points respectively.
Eastern for the game shot 3078 from the floor for 38.5 percent, 6-22 from the three point
line for 27.3 percent while
knocking down 14-18 from the
free-throw tine for 77.8 percent

BrM GtMOVProgrMt

Sophomore Miranda Eckerle went up for a shot over Murray State's
Lindsay Comn during Monday night's home game. The Lady
Colonels lost the contest 68-71. Eastern will begin the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament 7 p.m. Tuesday at McBrayer Arena.

T

Fields' final season as Colonel
BY MOROAW CALDWCU.

Sports writer

Brafl Gtbtorrf'rogrMt

Senior Shawn Fields goes up for a layup against UT-Martin
Saturday night The Cotonets lost the game 7^-78.

Senior Shawn Fields has
made his presence known
during the past two years
here at Eastern.
Fields is one of this year*' cocap ti an s along with Kenyatta
Dix and has led the Colonels
in scoring many times
throughout the year.
But what's he like when
he's not driving down the lane
during an Eastern ball game?
The 24-year-old graduated
high school from Lexington
Catholic. He spent his first
year playing for the
University of Georgia where
he started five games as a
freshman. Fields transferred
to Eastern to finish his final
two years of eligibility.
His immediate family is
still living in Lexington;
Fields doesn't go home' on the
weekends much while the
games are going on, but he
makes the trip fairly regularly
during the off-season.
"I have three little brothers
and a little sister," he said.
(They're still living at home
with his parents). "I talk to
them about every day."
It's not just his siblings

Fields keeps in touch with,
though. He and his family are
a tight unit.
"We're really close. My
best friends are my parents."
Fields doesn't have a specific job in mind yet though.
"Ill start thinking about it
when the season's over," he
said.
He also said whatever the
job is he takes, he doesn't feel
like he has to be close to
home.
"It's not an issue. I'd like to
try and get out and do different things," he said.
His ideal job is every up
and coming basketball player's dream: playing in the
NBA.
"It's something I love
doing, and I'd get paid for it."
he elaborated with enthusiasm.
Field's free time activities
aren't generally that diverse.
"I don't do much," he
laughed. "I play video games
or just chill."
His favorite system is Play
Station 2, and his favorite
game is Maddon's football.
Field's decision not to be
involved in any campus activities other than basketball isn't
just based entirety on the

a

time factor, either.
"I don't like to do too
much. I'm kind of laid back,"
he said.
Fields lucked into a private
room this semester, something he seemed to be very
pleased about
"I was supposed to have a
roommate, but he never
showed up. I just took advantage of it," Fields said. "It's
kind of nice my last semester.
I keep it clean for a boy, I
guess. I try and stay on top of
things (like dishes]."
With 14 hours this semester working on his sports
managment degree. Fields
—Shawn Fields
doesn't seem to be having
Senior guard
many problems keeping up
with homework, although
according to him, this time of
»
year is harder than usual.
"Right now it's difficult
because we're always on the insists that all the players at
road a lot at the end of the least wear ankle braces), aad
season."
likes to listen to a couple of
Focusing more on basket- Jay-Z songs too.
The end of this season will
ball. Fields said coach Ford
was "a good guy to play for."
be emotional for Fields it
"He's land of crazy on the being the last of his college
sidelines, but I'm used to career.
that"
"IH definitely be missing
Fields has to make sure his my teammates," he said. "I
braces are on the same way had a good two years here at
before every game (Ford Eastern."

Right now ifs
difficult because
we're always on
the road a lot at
the end of the
season.
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Colonels lose to UT-Martin
BY BRETT GIBSON

Sports editor

Brett Gibson/Progress
Freshman guard Matt Witt puts up a shot during Saturday's game
against UT-Martin. Witt was also named OVC Rookie of the week
for the 10th time this season for last week's games.

Brett Gibson/Progress
Sophomore Micheal Haney went down during the first half against
UT-Martin. Haney injured his knee and did not return to the game.

OVC games
Feb. 27
• Eastern Illinois at Tennessee State, 7:30 p.m.
• Southeast Missouri at Tennessee Tech, 7:30 p.m.
• Eastern Kentucky at Austin Peay, 7:30 p.m.

Head coach Travis Ford's
Colonels missed sophomore forward Michael Haney Saturday
night as they were defeated by
UT-Martin by a final score of 7870.
Haney, who has played an
active role in Eastern's inside
game this season, went down in
die first half six minutes into the
game. Haney left the game and
didn't return to play. He did,
however, return to the game in
street clothes and sat behind the
bench for the remainder of the
game.
The team found itself down
early in the contest as UT-Martin
opened with a 10-3 run. Senior
guard Shawn Fields knocked
down a shot with 14:20 showing
on the clock to cut UT-Martin's
lead to five, but Martin would
extend the lead to 10. 5-15, over
the next two minutes.
"We have to do something to
make up for lack of size," Ford
said. "Where we make up for
that is with effort"
With 3:40 remaining in the
first half, Eastern was down by
13 points, 24-37. Junior forward
Damian McPfcerson made one of
two from the line to begin a 7-0
run to put the Colonels to within
six points with 1:36 left in the
first half, 31-37.
Eastern then cut the lead to
five with a layup by junior Jon
Bentley, 33-38, but it was UTMartin who would get the last
word before halftime with a
three-pointer by J.C. Howe to
extend UT-Martin's lead to eight
at the half
"We're not sure what happened, but we didn't come out
mentally prepared for this
game," Ford said.
At the start of the second half,
UT-Martin continued to keep the
lead out to 10 points until
Eastern cut it to five with 14 minutes remaining in the game with
a put-back by Bentley. UTMartin pushed the lead back out
to 10 with 12:30 left to go, 44-54.
Bentley made two of two from
the foul line to start a 15-6 run to
tie the ballgame at 61 with 7:05
remaining. UT-Martin jumped
out to seven with more than a
minute left, 64-70. Eastern would
close the gap to within four
points with a three-pointer by
freshman Matt Witt, 67-71, but
that was as close as the Colonels
would get losing by an eight
point deficit, 70-78.
"We never were really in this
basketball game; it was disap-

pointing," Ford said. "We didn't
deserve to win this game."
Eastern put three players in
double figures with Bentley leading all scores with 23 points and
10 boards. Witt pulled in 13
points for the Colonels and
added five assists, followed by
Fields with 11 points and six
rebounds.
Senior guard
Kenyatta Dix gave Eastern eight
points in his final home game at
McBrayer Arena
Eastern ended up shooting
26-59 from the floor at 44.1 percent, 6-20 from the three-point
line at 30 percent and 12-25 from
the free-throw line for 48 percent
"We have to get back to the
basic fundamentals," Ford said.
"Hopefully this game wilfcmake
them hungry."
Eastern moves its record to 510 in the OVC with an overall
record of 11-15.
The Colonels will travel to
Austin Peay in the final regular
season match-up tonight Game
time is set for 8:30 p.m.
"Its going to be a realty, really
tough game," Ford said. Things
don't come easy and we are
going to have to realize that"
Eastern Kentucky 73
Murray State 71
Eastern's men's basketball
team celebrated its victory on
the floor Thursday night after
knocking off 14-10 Murray State
by two points, 73-71.
Eastern started the game off
jumping up to an 82 lead during
the first four minutes of the first
half. Murray then went on a 60
run to tie the score at eight with
14:53 remaining in the first half.
Lead changes would continue to
move from team to team for the
remainder of the first half with
Eastern being on top by as much
as six with 4:46 showing in the
first half, 2822.
Eastern kept the lead until a
layup was made by Murray's
Chris Shumate with 42 ticks on
the clock to send both teams into
the locker rooms tied at 33.
Eastern came out at halftime
a little on the slow side, finding
itself down three with only 50
seconds off the clock With the
help of freshman Matt Witt, who
knocked down a three-pointer to
tie the score at 36 with 18:59
remaining in the game.
Eastern would be down by as
much as seven late in the final
period 50-57, but Eastern turned
up the heat defensively and got
back to level ground with 29 seconds remaining with a free
throw by junior forward Jon

Kevin MartnVProgres»
Junior forward Jon Bentley goes up for a layup during Eastern's win ;
over Murray State 73-71. Bentley led scoring with 22 points.

BenUey, 6868. Bentley made the
next free throw to put the
Colonels up one 69-68.
The next trip down the floor,
Murray's Shumate netted a
three-pointer to move Murray
ahead by two, 71-69. Eastern's
Shawn Fields made a field goal
with four seconds remaining to
tie the score for the 12th time at
71.
"When I called a time out
close to the end of the game, I
told them this is do or die time,
this is winning time," Ford said.
Murray would try to put up a
last second shot to win, but
missed with three seconds
remaining. Fields was fouled
with two seconds remaining in
the game. He was sent to the
foul line for two shots to seal the
deal. Fields hit both attempts to
move the Colonels up by two
and to finish the game with a victory, 73-71.
"They deserve good things to
happen to them," Ford said.
"Anytime you get a win it's good
for the team."

Leading scorer for the
Colonels was Bentley with 22
points and six rebounds, followed by Witt with 17 |x>ints and
sophomore Michael Haney scoring 12 points and pulling down
eight rebounds for the win.
Senior Mike Scott, while holding
former Mr. Basketball Rick
Jones to only two points for the
game, gave Eastern a solid night ■
on the defensive end also scor- j
ing seven points and pulling;
down five rebounds.
"I just tried to go out there;
and make him uncomfortable," j
Scott said. "Coach told us before <
the game that if we don't 1
rebound tiien we're jiot going to ]
win this game."
Eastern shot 27-54 from the !
floor, 3-11 from behind the arc at J
27.3 percent and 16-22 from the <
foul line for 72.7 percent
With the win over Murray \
State, Eastern improves to S9 in '
the conference and 11-14 oven
all. Murray State moves to 14-10 \
overall with an OVC record of 7-'
6.
!

Caribe/

Mexican & Caribbean cuisine
150 E. Main St. (Old O Riley s Bldg.)

Thursday Night!
is EKU Night with a valid EKU I.D. students receive:
10% off any meal • 1/2 off Margaritas • 99* Bear
Carry Out & Delivery Available

626-8815
Monda*

Tuesda>

Wednesday

Fri. & Sat.

Pachanga Night
Kids Under 6
Eat FREE!

Happy Hour
All Day!

10% Off
All Meals!

Hours: Mon.< Weds 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Thurs - Sat. 11am - Midnight • Sun. 11 30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Come & learn how
to dance Salsa.
Merengue Cumrxa etc
Diaguarls 1/2 off
Appetizers 1/2 off
Draft Beer 99«
Chips & Salsa FREE

fje Kivtatnl tqu.ii"
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Tennis team improves to 6-3
seeds, which clenched the
match," Oertel said.
Coach Rob Oertel's men's
The Colonels were sparked
tennis team is off to a good this weekend by a perforstart with a 6-3 record.
mance by Wospil, who manThe Colonels hosted Austin aged to go 3-0 over the weekPeay this past Sunday at the end.
Greg Adams Indoor Tennis
Tom is a guy with loads of
Center on campus where the talent; he'll blossom into a
team was able to pick up its great tennis player, and
sirth win of the year by a mar- should develop into one of the
gin of 4-3.
top players in the conference,
The Colonels won the dou- and possibly one of the top
bles matches for one point, 100 players in the country,"
then No. 1 seed John Kellert, Oertel said. "He really
No. 2 teed Tom Wospil, and matured a lot as a player this
No. 4 seed Alvin Cheng were weekend, and was able- to go
able to pick up wins for three 3-0, which is due to his great
more points, giving Eastern work ethic."
the lock in the match with
Not only has the Eastern's
four points.
men's tennis team experiThe No. 3, No. 5 and No. 6 enced strong performances in
seeds were also very competi- singles matches this year, the
tive matches, but Austin Peay Colonels also have a strong
was still able to pull out the doubles team consisting of
win.
freshman Kellert and junior
"We scored four points Cheng.
Of the nine matches
pretty quick by winning the
doubles matches, and then Eastern has had this year,
winning the one, two and four Kellert and Cheng played as a
Assistant sports editor

139 N. Keenelond Dr.. 1-75. Exit go* Richmond. KY

ft $2.99 >

—Rob Oertel
Head tennis coach
»

weather and the lack of indoor
tennis facilities at Tennessee
Tech, the match could possibly be postponed to a later
date.
The Colonels will return to
Richmond to host Evansville
the following day at the Greg
Adams Indoor Tennis Center.

75% OFF

11 .

•

:

.

■ S2 99 • ' II S3.99

Best Chinese Food In Tow n
ALL YOU CAN EAT • Over 100 Items Daily
Mongolian B.B.Q
EKU Faculty Staff &Student 10% Off

Dinner $8.50
l.jy 4

53 99 • • " $4.99

C\\S-*- *^Ot- Christmas Items
^
^ 50% OFF
Boyds Resin
All Gods Children
Lizzie High Dolls

SIMS RfclMHlMiff'iogfssi

Sophomore Chase Armstrong returns the ball during a match
against OVC rival Austin Peay Sunday. Eastern's record is 5-3.

GRAND OPENING
KING BUFFET

11 S3.99

Brunch $7.50

S^e Richmond

Friday - Sunday &
Holiday $9.99
4 p m 10 30 p m
■ S3 99 ■ '11 $4.99
Children Under 2 FREE

50% OFF
/ f run Ai n vi n«f
DAILY!

Tom is a guy
with loads of
talent; hell
blossom into a
great tennis
player.

Lunch $5.39

Gigantic Q A T J7
Clearance u/1 LiJLZt
*frt n

U

doubles team in seven matches in which they are undefeated.
"Kellert and Cheng have
potential to be the top team in
the
conference.
Their
strengths compliment each
other so well and that is why
they get together so well,"
Oertel said.
Eastern also took on Xavier
Saturday losing the game a
score of 4-3.
Singles for Eastern were
Wospil at No. 2,6-4,2-6,7-5 .
Sophomore
Chase
Armstrong at No. 3, 3-6, 6-1, 6
2 over XU's Justin Yeager.
Xavier advanced to 6-3 on the
year with the win on Saturday.
"Our goal as a team is to
finish as one of the top three
teams in the conference,"
Oertel said.
Eastern's men's tennis
team will be in action again
March 7. as the team travels
to Tennessee State to take on
the Tigers.
Due to the unpredictable

10% OFF

Dept. 56 Villages
Snow Babies
Serephium
Angels
Fenton

859.624.0025

for seniors (over 65)

Buffet Price Includes
Mongolian B.B.Q
Carry Out Buffet
At least 3 items per take out
Lunch S3.35'lb. • Brunch $3.99/lb.
Dinner S4.35/lb. • Seafood S6.50.1b.

Mon. - Sat. to a.m. -7p.m.' Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

650 Eastern Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475
University Shopping Center
(859) 626-3333
Hours: Sun-Thurs. 10:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Fit & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.

SsioD 116 is DOAtf

offering &l*k*"*h
"Airbrush tanning is great for
the upcoming Spring Break,
Vacations, and
Special Events.
"Why waste your time with
repeated visits to the tanning
bed to reach your desired
tan. Airbrush tanning gives
you IMMEDIATE results.
"Airbrush tanning is safe and
FDA approved.

JMral Tart* Spot uc

GET THE TAN YOU HAVE ALWAYS
WANTED. HASSLE-FREE I
UV FREE TANNtNGI

Call now if you have any questions
and to schedule your appointment
today! 626-1169
$25 visit packages available.

WEJWEOPEN
Until 11 p.m. Mon. - Sun.

:RICAN
AMEMC

1 LARGE 1 TOPPING
$5.99

JEM OUTLET

Name brand jeans at
discount prices.
& Women's .leans

Mil EKU Students

Children'^ $7:99
Shorts will be
in itocfc soon $7.99
Adult Long aleavd T-shirts $6.99
Children's Long sleeved T-shirts $5.99
Comforters: Twin $15 Full $20

'

465 Eastern Bypass Rd.
Located next to Peddlers Mall
Richmond. KY 40475

Richmond Bypass

(859)Stora
626-0520
Hours:

623-2264

- Ihurs. ie ajn.- • sun. • M. - Sat. 10 mm. ■ 7 pjn.
Ooaad Sunday

T

The Studio

•

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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'Brighton' your evening
BTKATEWHTKAMP

The Studio editor

Ksvin Martin/Progress
Lucy Martin, a sophomore graphic design major, looks at one of the interactive pieces of art in the
Giles Gallery. The graphic design display will hold a closing reception Friday at 7 p.m. in the gallery.

'Almost Famous* artists come to Eastern
Graphic design
students display
work in Giles
Gallery
BYCJFUIUFF

Staff Writer

Of course you've heard of
Van Gogh, Monet and.de Vinci.
But what about Henry
Petroski, Allen Fletcher or
Henri de Toulouse-Lactrec? AD
are famous in the world of
graphic design — Eastern
invited the next generation of
graphic design artists to show
off their work on campus.
Recently, college students
from across the country were
given a chance to have their
artwork exhibited at the Giles
Gallery in the Campbell
Building as part of a student
preview show titled "Almost
Famous."
Seventeen colleges across
the nation participated and
were allowed to submit one
piece for each of eight different
categories. Categories displayed included multi-page,

illustrations, photography, the field.
If students studying graphic
interactive, layout, 3-D, graphic
design were in a place such as
design and typography.
The colleges participating Atlanta, where there are severin the show used their local al places to study graphic
chapter of the American design, it would be easier to
Institute of Graphic Arts to see what sorts of ideas other
judge student work chosen for people have about design. But
since Eastern is somewhat
display.
Those students chosen secluded in this area, the show
were selected by some of gives students a chance to
today's top and most well learn through viewing.
A college workshop was
known graphic designers.
The show contains 150 planned but was canceled due
pieces. Those works displayed to the recent ice and snowincluded pieces such as chil- storms. There will be a closing
dren's books, student-made reception 7-9 p.m. Friday.
magazines, photographs, many Admission is free and open to
different interactive works and the public.
Free refreshments also will
evenadress.
"What is so special about be served.
Kurzinger expects many of
this show is thai our students
at Eastern get a chance to see the student participants from
nation-wide work from their Ohio to attend and hopes other
field of study," said Betsy participants from farther disKurzinger, a graphic design tances will be present
Giles Gallery is open
and illustration professor at
Tuesday through Saturday
Eastern.
Kurzinger also adds afternoons; times vary each
Eastern is the only school in day. The Gallery is open and
the region that offers graphic free to anyone interested in
design as a major and the show viewing the show.
"Almost Famous" will
helps Eastern students see
what other people are doing in remain open through March 5.

If you can remember the
tortures of being 15 years old,
you'll love Eastern's Theatre
production of "Brighton
Beach Memoirs." The comedy, which opened on
Wednesday, is set in the
1930s. It's about a Jewish family dealing with limited space,
limited funds and some
strained family relations.
Eugene, the lead played by
Nathan Henegar, was fantastic. He had the facial expressions, exaggerations and overall feel of a 15-year-old more
concerned with playing sports
and looking at girls than with
buying bread at the store.
He narrates the story
through his memoirs, which
are not to be opened until 30
years after his death because
of the big secret it contains,
which he reveals in the play.
Kate, Eugene's mother,
played by Sara Wertz, was
also great. While she may not
look like a mother, she captured the mannerisms and
intonations of a mother tired
of yelling at everyone in the
house, yet not quite ready to
stop.
To add to the normal family strains, Kate's sister,
Blanche, and two daughters
come to live with the family
after Blanche's husband dies.
Compounded with Blanche's
asthma and her
daughter Laurie's
(Shirley
Rogiers)
heart flutters, the family is forced to work to
keep them comfortable.
And all the family
members run to dad.
Carl Overly plays Jack,
the father figure to
everyone in the
house. All he wants to
do is rest after a long day of
work and work-related problems. All everyone else in the
house wants to do is get his
advice on everything.
Watching the play is like
peering inside a normal family's house. Eugene and Laurie

rogress
The cast of "Brighton Beach Memoirs" engages In one of the
usual family feuds. The play runs through Saturday.

take on the role of bickering
cousins, but since they have
been living together for six
years, they seem more like
siblings.
//.
Eugene's brothygy er Stanley, played
P^^ by Josh Paugh, is
the sacrificing member of the family
when he struggles
between keeping his
principles and helping
the family financially.
Also, Nora, played
by Michelle Turk,
add the education vs.
work dilemma to the
family.
And Eugene, like any adolescent, is surprised by his
family's struggles, except
when it comes to his older
brother. He takes an active
and believable interest in his
brother's principles. But
Eugene isn't all that interested

in his brother's problems,
despite my favorite line and
line delivery in the entire production where Eugene says
"I'm dying. I'm actually dying."
Instead,
Eugene
is
wrapped up in his cousin's
breasts and how far he can
actually go with her. In
exchange for Eugene writing
a letter for his brother,
Stanley describes Nora's
naked body while Eugene
begs him to go "slower."
Overall, the show is great,
acoustics are good and the
characters believable. Keep
an eye on Henegar and his
facial expressions while others are acting. He keeps the
audience entertained.
I give "Brighton Beach
Memoirs" four out of five
palettes.

0000

COLLEGE STRTI
Liquors
100 W. Water Street

623-0890

236 West Main Street
Campus or Carry-out Only
Large 1 Topping $5.50
|add Magic Bread or Sweetie Pie for $1.99 more
Strombolis - $5.99
Magic Cheese Bread and a Coke - $4.99

Open Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m. - Midnight

We now have Island Blue
Puckers & Boones Farm
Melon Balls.

• •• • .

Don't be fooled by so-called ware
& bypass convenience.
We've been serving students for o
We offer convenient check cashing
& student discounts. ■
Stop by and ask for your College
card today!

American Expn

"Taste the Magic"
\TI

624-0404

■ ■ I

Check out our drive-thru service!

www.galaxybowling.com

>Vr

^

Corner

Galaxy j|^
Center

• Monday - Dart League
• Tuesday - Coyote Okie
• Wednesday - Open mic night - $1 drafts (9p.
• Thurs.- Now on Thursday Night dart league Stan (£Bt7g$p.m.
•Featuring Live Music from Aftershock on tfcd J*- the 1st
• Happy Hour 4p.m. - 7p.m. and 10p.m. - close *J 1 foz drafts!
• Now at Champions Restaurant - Bourbon sQM$tbef
Starting March 1st!
-*—r-\ \
•altw HTH flf/flf at Claaiilaas Itstaaraatl
25 \mlHil\ \\ii\ • 624- 4444

fifth St. 6 Main St.

Main St. Chevron

k

Stop By And
Us\

TCBV1
3MOOTHXt*

Tropical Twist

Beach Blends
w/ Frozen Y c
w/ Natural Juices
• Banana Berry
• Mighty Berry \
B last-Off
• Passion Power I
• Strawberry Surge
• Raging Rasahssry^ j • Letts Cooler
• Pineapple ' /)
• Raspberry Rush
Combustion//!
• Pine Chill-Ada
• Tropical Bliss
■

Boosters
odd to any
Tor great ways t0'
SSJStSBWet your

•
•
•
•
•

Fat Burner
Mufti-Vitamin
Immune
High Energy/
Protein

